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UCF gets badgered by Wisconsin

STAT BREAKDOWN
FULL GAME REVIEW
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Students huddled in
the Classroom
Building 1 Computer
lab during Hurricane
Frances, left, where
they played games
and watched movies
after UCF evacuated
on-campus housing.
Below, the scene from
the shelter window
during the height of
the storm Saturday.
Bottom, UCF's
restoration begins
again after Frances
undid much of the
Charley cleanup.

Weathered from
Frances, campus
'looking good'
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

Classes that were cancelled for three days
resumed today as UCF emerged with the rest of
Florida from the weekend fury of Hurricane Frances.
Unlike Hurricane Charley, which tore the
roof off the Recreation and Wellness Center
and knocked out electricity on Greek Row three
weeks earlier, Frances was twice as large but
left campus with little damage.
"We're looking pretty good," Tom Evelyn,
assistant director of UCF News and Information, said.
. Frances did "a lot of minor water damage,"
Evelyn said. Buildings harmed by Frances'
angry 'sheets of rain and shrieking winds ·
included Classroom 1, UCF Arena, the Academy for Teaching and the Library.
The Library suffered the most damage, campus officials said. A leak in the roof caused
water to seep into
· the building's fifth .
Campus
floor.
employees quickly
covered
bookshelves with tarps.
Twenty dehumidifiers and an
• Federal Emergency
assortment of fans
Management Agency:
were brought in,
1-800-621-3362
too. The thought
·State of Florida Emergency
was that the moisInformation 24-hour hotline:
ture in the air could
1-800-342-3557
affect the books,
• State Volunteer and Donations
Evelyn said.
Hotline: 1-800-354-3571
Physical Plant
• Florida Power and Light
employees ' have
1-80Q-468-8243
already patched the
• Salvation Army Donation
leak.
·
Helpline: 1-800-725-2769
Though
·American Red Cross:
Charley's
rains
1-800-435-7669
rusted most of the
• Ora·nge County Office of
73 electrical workEmergency Management:
out machines and
www.OCOEM.com
18,000 pounds of
free weights when
the roof ripped off
the Recreation and Wellness Center on Aug. 13,
Frances caused no additional damage to the
building.
Many campus trees, weakened by - last
month's storm, fell from Frances' 50-plus mph
winds.
Once a Category 4 hurricane with winds of
145 mph, Frances weakened to a Category 2 Mexico as a tropical storm. It slammed Florida's
storm as it neared Florida. Winds swirled to a coastline for the second time early Monday
peak of 105 mph before it made landfall at afternoon at St. Marks, 20 miles south of TallaSewall's Point, north of Palm Beach, around 1 hassee.
Nearly 1,000 people took shelter in the UCF
a.m. Sunday.
The storm crossed the state Sunday, weaken- Arena and three other campus buildings over
ing to a Category 1, before entering the Gulf of the weekend after UCF officials decided to can-

Important
contact
numbers

)

Special hurricane edition
Because of dass cancellations due to Hurricane Frances,
the Future is publishing this special Wednesday edition.Last
Thursday's coverage of auditions for Big Man on Campus, ·
along with the complete football season preview, are
reprinted in this issue.The Future will resume its normal
Monday and Thursday publication schedule tomorrow.

eel classes Thursday and Friday.
The Arena opened its doors to area residents
as a s_h elter on Friday. But a leaking ceiling
above the main Arena floor forced 380 evacuees
to set up camp in the building's hallways, rooms
and locker rooms. ·
Most students residing on campus went

home as soon as UCF officials announced
Wednesday night two days of cancelled classes.
Danielle Liebman, a sophomore and business marketing major and sophomore Matt
Byron decided to stay on campus, since both
their families live in West Palm Beach.
"They are going to move a bit more toward
the West and ride out the storm," Byron said of his family's evacuation plans.
UCF Housing announced mandatory evacuation for on-campus residents and residents of .
Pegasus Landing and Pegasus Pointe apartments by 8 a.m. Saturday. These students were
directed to the Communications Building,
Classroom 1 Building _a nd the Libra Commons~
"We don't feel our buildings are unsafe,"
Christi Hartzler, director of Housing and Resident Life, said. "However, we prefer to gather
[those · left · in the dorms and apartmenfs)
together." Many students haven't been through
this before, she said. ·
,PLEASE SEE

ABOUT ON A6

Dating in prime-time
Big Man auditiqns

seeking a spot on the WB network's new reality dating show.
In the series, one UCF male will
be expected to pick from among
12 UCF females. Though audi~
AMBER FOSTER
tions ran from 10 am. to 7 p.m. on
and STEVEN SOTLOFF
Sept. I, the line started forming as
Contributing Writer and Staff Writer
early as 7:30 am.
From Greeks to geeks, stuTwo and halfhour5 before Big · dents slowly trickled into the
Man on Campus auditions were Student Union's back hallway,
scheduled to begin last week, lib- sitting on couches, floors and
eral studies major Stephen Sala- plants, to fill out applications,
ka, 25, waited patiently outside ..,f confidentiality agreements and
the Pegasus Grand Ballroom for release forms.
his chance.
-T he applicants' reasons for
"fm here for exposure, main- auditioning were as varied as
ly," he said "It's a good way to get their personalities.
out there in front of everybody,
"I don't know a whole bunch
maybe as a propellant for an act- of people on campus," nursing
ing career."
major Leah Simmons. 18, said.
Salaka was one ofhundreds of "It's hard being a freshman."
UCF students who showed up
"It can be a great experience,"

attract a big crowd .

said 21-year-old John Gunter. ''I
get to meet a lot of girls."
Health services administra- .
tion major Jonathan Hamilton,
21, said, "I just want to have a
good time and showcase myself
for all the lovely young ladies."
"I'm not doing this just to be
on Tv: One of the 12 could
become a lifetime friend," 20year-old business entrepreneurship major Travis Suit said
Students auditioning had to
respond to more than five pages
of repetitive, intrusive questions.
Contestants were then taken into
the ballroom in groups of 10 for
about 15 minutes. Some were
kept behind for one-on-one
J interviews.
''The application process was
MICHAELSNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

PLEASE SEE

SHOW ON A2

Potential contestants spent their time waiting for auditions by filling out a five-page application. Some wanted fame, others looked for love.

Nation & World

·rught Or wrong: Debating 'reality'

Keep current with headlines

you may have missed

Critics question campus
portrayal, gender roles
oil planned TV show

j

Contributing Writer

When auditions for the reality
show Big Man on Campus ended
Sept. l, students all over UCF were
talking about the TV reality series
to be filmed here this fall.
Others wondered just how the
·university would be represented
with this type of entertainment.
The show - to be aired on the
WB network in the spring - takes
12 eligible UCF females and pairs
them with one eligible UCF male
in a series of dates. The "Big Man"
will then choose one woman out
of the bunch. The series has a sixshow commitment with the WB
for prime-time airing next year.
Amanda Sidor, a senior
radio/television major, and Brandon Jimenez, a freshman ~tudying
computer science, agree that
MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
bringing any publicity to UCF Casting agents of the Big Man on Campus television show interview pofential contestants outside of the Pegasus Ballroom. Throughout the day, about SO people waited outside.
sounds good to them.
"It's kind of cool we even have a
connection with the WB," Jimenez
said. "It'll be fun for those who
watch it."
FROM Al
the women - with 12 openings to fill "I do what I do," he said. "I'm not
Assistant Professor of Commuhad a slightly better chance.
ashamed of it."
nications Jim Cott also welcomes
way too long," said Alex Latorre, a 24UCF beat out several other universiWith these chances, Kirsten Benfield
the series to campus. Though he
. year-old marketing major.
wasn't scared. The 19-year-old athletic ties to host the prime-time reality show.
isn't a fan of "overly exposed" realThough Latorre added, "I th,ought it training major said, "I'm not worried
"The administration here was so
ity TV shows, Cott says it'll be an
would
be fun to get on TV and represent about [other girls] because there is no excited about it," said Casting Associate
entertaining experience for the
UCF."
Ashley Williams.
competition."
students.
Some students, like Marcus Fontaine,
Reba Haynes, 18, feels the same. "It's a
"The amazing thing is that they were
On the other hand, Pat Stucky,
were confident in their chances.
so helpful," she. said. "Once we got here,
competition and rm in it to win."
senior secretary at WUCF 89.9 FM
"There is no one on this campus like
Haynes, .a psychology and sociology we fell in love with the students. And you
radio station, said this is just an
me," the 21-year-old said.
major, says that she's not too fond ofshar- can't beat the weather. The campus has a
opportunity for students to show
To get on the show, Casting Director ing the same man with ll other women.
lot to offer as far as we're concerned."
how "silly'' and "obnoxious" they
Sam Rhima said charisma helps.
With so many reality shows currently
While some students worried about
can be.
"You don't have to be·the popular kid, what they ~ould do to get on the show, on television, Big Man on Campus will
Stucky said she hates the whole
but ·you need to be likable," he said.
others feared the repercussions of such offer viewers something different,
idea of reality TV and worries it
Rhima, a veteran in the entertainment fame. ·
Williams said.
.
may be "opening the door for
business, has worked on a score of shows
"It is the first time a whole reality
"I hope that they would portray me as
trouble."
aired on MTV and FOX
show is going to take place on a college
a lady," 21-year-old Morgan Strong said.
"I object to providing yet
'We're really looking for.personality,"
"I don't think rm like most females on campus," Williams said.
another opportunity for that age
he said. "Obviously it's a TV show, so reality shows," Simmons said. "They do
"Simply put, it is a college version of
group to show their lack of
they
need to pop out on camera. They. anything for attention and don't realize The Bachelor," Rhima added. "[The Bach. morals," she said.
got to be a good talker, they got to be that their whole family is watching. I elor] is already different than a lot of norAn anthropology professor
smooth with girls and girls have to like would have some morals."
mal dating shows."
agreed.
them."
"I'm worried that some stuff that my
Casting Director Luke Conklin said
"It's all about appearance,
According to Latorre, this won't be a parents or friends might not know about that contestants will be announced by
money, and playing the game,
problem. "I'm a ladies' man," he said.
me may surface," Gunter said.
the end of September and filming will
unfortunately," she said. "That is
While UCF's male population fought
But for 20-year-old Anthony Fur- start in October. The show will be aired
the focus of our society."
for just one spot in the Big Man series, brush, that wasn't a concern.
in the spring.
The professor asked to remain
anonymous because she did not
want to go on record disagreeing
Still, she did confess that women having to prove resources management, said and makeup these days, you
with the administration's embrace
of the show. Next Entertainment, she watches and enjoys themselves to the more she fears that either the never know,'' she said.
When Inguanta was asked
elected woman or man may
the production company behind · ABC's Extreme Makeover: aggressive sex.
"Sexuality aside, I mean, be homosexual as part of a what she would do in a hypoBig Man on Campus, is paying Home Edition, a reality show
thetical situation where she
UCF a $10,000 location fee for its in which a large team of it's bad enough this show . tyvist.
designers and workmen rad- totally excludes the homoOthers contemplated pos:. found herself unimpressed
help with the project.
The professor said reality dat- ically remake a house on a sexual population her~ at sible surprise endings for the by the "Big Man's" appearance, she said, "I'd get to
.
UCF, but just look at what it's series.
ing shows are degrading for both strict timetable.
Freshman Ashley Inguan- know him. I mean, it couldn't
Lesbian activist and fresh- saying about women," she
sexes and wondered why such
emphasis
is
placed upon man Sakia Moo-Young says said. "For Pete's sake, it's ta, an applicant for the show, hurt. Not like I'd lead hiin
physiques. "Whatever happened she is angry that reality TV · called Big Man on Campus.. said she thought maybe the on, though," she added.
If there weren't any
"Big Man" won't be all the
to the days of teamwork, the days shows that focus on relation- Need I continue?"
Shamaka Coakley, a sen- man he's cracked up to be. sparks, she said, she wouldn't
where character and politeness ships are driven by the idea
of men dominating and ior
studying.
human "Through photo synthesis force them.
were important?" she asked.

Show hopefuls eye the competition and see ·l~sers .

News and notices for
the UCF community

Row, row your boat
The UCF men's rowing team is
recruiting new members for the
upcomjng season.
Even athletes with no prior rowing experience are encouraged to
join and compete against club and
varsity rowers in the Southeast

Let us know
Ifr,ou have an event and want
your information to be considered for Around Campus, send a
fax to 407-447-4556 or an e-mail
to editor@ucfnews.com.

,

Prime Minister invites survivors of
Russian school seizure to visit Spain .

TRISH-ANN CAMPBELL

Around Campus

•

region.
.
Interested students should
go at 5 p.m. today through Friday to the Arena, or contact
Coach Chris Pucella by emailing epucella@cfl.rr.com.

Job opportunity
The Community and Communications team in Course
Development & Web Services
is looking for an und,ergr~du
ate student to work part-time
· with event management, pub-

lie relations and advertising.
Visit
http://cdws.ucf.edu/aboutus/work.shtml to apply.

UCFv.USF
The UCF women's soccer
team will play USF at 7 p.m.
today in the soccer complex
next to the Arena.

Grade inflation·
The Faculty Center for
Teaching and Learning is host-

ing a roundtable discussion of in Student Union Room 218B.
grade inflation and how it
For more information, call
Brent Fieser at 407-823-2191.
affects the university.
The discussion is at 10:30
a.in. today in Classroom Build- Volunteer expo
ing I Room 207.
Numerous volunteer agenFor more information, con- cies will be recruiting between
tact John Bell at 407-823-3544. noon and 2 p.m. tomorrow
outside of the Student Union
as part of Volunteer UCF's
Run for senate
The Student Government Volunteer Expo.
· For more information, conAssociation will host an information session on how to run tact Tracy Furr at 407-823for SGA Senate at 1 p.m. today 6471.

(entraf 1foriba 1uture
The Student Newspaper Serving UCF Since 1968

Septem~er

MADRID, Spain - Prime .
Minister Jose Luis Rodriguez ·
Zapatero on Monday invited the .
children who survived the .
seizlire of a school in southern
Russia to visit Spain for a holiday :
to help them recover from the ·
traumatic experience.
. '.
He said he had conveyed the :
invitation through the Russian ;
government.
Russian commandos stormed .
the school Friday, which had
been taken over by rebelef'
demanding independence for :
Chechnya. The official death toll ·
stood at 335 on Monday, plus the •
30 attackers; and the Emergency ·
Situations Ministry said 156 pf·
the dead were children.

Most Ground Zero volunteers
still waiting for workers comp

•

WASHINGTON More than :
half the injury claims from :
Ground Zero volunteers have yet ·
to be resolved, according to a :
review by congressional investi- '.
gators.
:
A study of workers' compen- :
sation claims.from the cleanup at ·
the World Trade Center site after :
the Sept. ll attacks found that :
about 90 percent of the 10,182:
claims for workers' comp have :
been resolved.
In contrast, less than a third, .
or 31 percent, of the 588 volun- :
teer clainis were resolved as of:
June 30, 2004, the Government :
Accountability Office, the inves- •
tigative arm of Congress, found. :
A second draft report pre- :
pared by the GAO found New :
York hospitals received 6,232 :
emergency room visits and near- ·
ly 500 hospitalizations related to :
the attack between Sept. ll and :
Sept. 28, 2001 _ but officials still :
cannot determine the total num- ·
ber of people injured in the :
·
attacks.
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Clinton undergoes successful heart :
surgery, but had risk of heart attack :
NEW YORK - Bill Clinton:
had a successful quadruple heart ;
bypass operation Monday to :
relieve severely clogged arteries :
that doctors said had put the for- ·
mer president in grave danger of:
a major heart attack sometime .
soon.
.
Clinton is expected to ma!<e a .
full recovery, but doctors said he :
was fortunate to have checked:
himself into the hospital when he :
did.
.
The four-hour surgery came ·
three days after Clinton arrived :
at the hospital complaining of:
chest pain and shortness of,
breath. He had suffered short- ·
ness of breath and tightness in;
his chest for several months.
·

Gunfire ends hostage situation
at Bay County Jail; four hurt

8, 2004 •Volume 37, Issue 6 • 18 Pages

Phone: 407-447-4555 • Fax: 407-447-4556
www.UCFnews.com • 3361 Rouse Road, Suite 200, Orlando, FL 32817
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;·

PANAMA CITY, Fla. - ;
Three inmates and a hostage :
were injured Monday when gun-:
fire ended an overnight tak11over:
at the Bay County_Jail, officials
said.
Details of the injuries and the .
shooting were not immediately;
available. The inmates originally:
took four jail employees hostage .
Sunday night, saying they were ·
upset with health conditions at :
the jail. They released three of:
the hostages in exchange for ·
food, cigarettes and other items. :
PLEASE .SEE
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Heads East Hair Salott

$ 10 Men's and

Women's Hair Cuts
(reg. price $13)

r,~------~-----------~

this coupon to the Walgreens
on Alafaya and Lakonatosa for a
I
free·picture CD with one hour
~ processing of a regular roll order.

1Bring

l

I
I:__.

_______,____._.______,__.............,._____...____
Good only at 3000 N. Alafaya Trail
Expires 9/30/2004

,

Store Hours 8a.m.-1 Op.m.
11

RX Hours Mon-Fri 8a.m.-1 Op.m.
Saturday 8a.m.-6p.m.
Sunday 9a.m.-~.m.
1-~~~~~~~~~~~~~·!:J>..~~~~~~~~--'

·

Also available:
·Skin Fades
·Blow Out.
• Razor Shaves

•

11917 E. Colonial Dr.• (407) 282-1754
Corner of Alafaya & Colonial Dr. in Alafaya
Commons (in the Publix plaza)
Offer good with ad only

10% OFF W/STUDENT ID ~~f~~~!

•

.

..

•

•
•

407-482-1900

•
THE

•
Jumbo Wings

•

Pick your flavor from the Flavor Zone
5 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ......................... ............ 3.99
10 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) .................................... 6.49
15 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ....... ..... .. ...................... 8.99
20 (1 or 2 Flavors, 1 Ranch) ......................... 11.99
30 (1 or 2 Flavors, 2 Ranch).............. ........... 17.99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors, 3 Ranch) ......................27.99
75 (Up to 3 Flavors, 4 Ranch) ......... .. ...........37.99
. 100 (Up to 4 Flavors, 5 Ranch) .......... ......... .47.99
Add Celery ... . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. .. . .. . . .49
Extra Bleu Cheese or Ranch.......... ................ .69
.Add fries to any Wing order ........................... 1.99

Buffalo Wing Basket .
(10 Wings, Ranch & Wedge Fries)

Chicken Sandwiches
& 1 /2 Pound Burgers
served w/Wedge Fries* $7
'"substitutions available for
an additional charge

Lettuce, Tomato, Onion,
Mustard, Mayo, Ketchup &
Pickle Spear on the side

•

29
·

Pick your Sandwich
Grilled Chicken Breast • Fried Chicken Breast • 112 lb Burger
Pick your Flavor
Plain OR any one of our 25 flavors
Cheese or No Cheese
Jumbo Size Your Fries for Additional $.99

Fresh Chicken Salads

·•

Pick your Salad
Grilled Chicken Breast OR Fried Chicken Breast
Pick your Flavor
Plain OR any one of our
25 flavors

)

Pick your Dressing
Bleu Cheese, Ranch, Honey
Mustard, Lite Italian

Chicken Fingers
Pick your Quantity, Pick your Flavor
Dipped or On Side
)

3 (1 Flavor) ....................................................3.99
5 (1 Flavor) ......................................... ... ........6.29
10 (1 Flavor) ........ .........................................11.99
20 (Up to 2 Flavors) ....................................21.99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors) ...... ............................. .47.99

Chicken Finger Basket
5Fingers & Wedge Fries.. ............................... 7.49

Wedge Fries ................ Regular 1.99
......................................Jumbo 2.99
Cheese Fries ................Regular 2.99
............. ., .......................Jumbo 4.49
Beer Battered Onion Rings .................Regular 2.29
..................................., ........................Jumbcl 3.79
Mozzarella Sticks (5) ..................................... ..4.49
Fried Mushrooms . . ..... .......................................4.49
Ranch or Bleu Cheese & Celery ........................ .99
Garden Salad .................................................. 4.49
Side Salad
....................................................... 2.49

Kid'z Menu
5 Wings & Wedge Fries.... ...... .. ... .................... 5.49
3 Chciken Fingers & Wedge Fries... ,....... ........5.49

Soft Drinks

THE

AMAZING

RACE

UCF

IS

A · TIMED

SERVICES HUNT DESIGNED TO TEST HOW WELL YOU
KNOW THE UCF CAMPUS.

TEAMS O F

FOUR

(4)

STUDENTS WORK TOGETHER TO FIG URE OUT THE
C L UES

AND

FIND

THE

UCF

STUDENT

SERVICE

LOCATIONS. THE FIRST THREE (3) TEAMS TO THE FIND
ALL L OCATIONS AND RETURN TO THE

Cans ... ....... ................................ 99
2-Liter ..... ..... .................... ........2.49 ·

STUDENT

REFLECTING

PON D W ILL BE DECLARED THE WINNERS.

Cheesecake. .. .. ................ .... ... ..2.49
Brownies .... .... ........................ ... 1.49

~~~~n~e~ .Sl!~!!LlQI off~~~

M

$9 minimum order • $1 Delivery charge on all deliveries

•

~H~ylo~~I Dr.

Furniture Outlet
BEDS, BUNKS, & MORE
[E]fil]

·Same Day Delivery Available

~
-~

:E

Fashion
Square
Mall

....

0·~~:~~ ~~~~
228-3885 • ~00 Maguire Blv~ ..I; II II I ~~~~E~~~~~~aio-?.
sun 1_4
._(407)
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________

S.

....

4
+i-

f'
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Higher Education
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Technical colle9e system
faces leadership overhaul
COLUMBIA, S.C.
With top administrators
graying and a huge number
of retirements looming,
South Carolina's technical
coll~ge system faces an
unprecedented leadership
overhaul at its 18 schools.
In the next five years, 11
presidents, nearly 30 vice
presidents and more than
160 program directors will
retire, including James
Hudgins, the system's
executive · director, who
will give up his .post next
year.
Hudgins says the system
has laid the groundwork
for new leaders to take the
helm and the technical colleges are well poised for a
smooth transition.
While some turnover is
good for an organization, a
massive wave of people
leaving the system means a
drain of institutional
knowledge and oversight
experience.

Campus thefts increase as
high-tech gadgets abound
NASHVILLE, Tenn. Campus police once spent
most of their time dealing
with stolen bicytles or car
stereos. Those are still
popular items to steal.
But campus police say
rising theft rates are mostly attributed
to
an
increased popularity in
stealing computers a.nd
other technology equipment, like expensive plasma screen or projection
TVs - sometimes found in
libraries and classrooms.
Some examples . from
U.S. Department of Education · statistics comparing
2000 to 2002: property
crime at the University of
Arizona went up 19 percent, Florida A&M saw a
64-percent jump, and Cornell increased 29 percent.
But
the Education
Department doesn't tabulate campus crime totals in
the country to measure if
there's an overall increase.

Arkansas sees ~light
drop in entrance tests

•

•

•
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Pakistani Information Minister Shaikh Rashid Ahmad, right, addresses a religious gathering
Mon&iy, played down comments by U.S. that progress has been made in hunt for bin laden.
FROM

cent of the total needed to win.

A2

Candidates hit Midwest with
Labor Day jobs messages

Pakistan downplays U.S.daim ·
about progress in bin Laden hunt

CANONSBURG, Pa. - The
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan presidential candidates and Pakistan on Monday played
their running mates fanned out down comments by a top U.S.
across the Midwest with Labor counterterrorism official that
Day promises of job creation, progress has been made recentappealing for votes in the terri- ly in the hunt for Osama bin
tory pivotal to winning Novem- Laden.
Information Minister Shaikh
ber's election.
President Bush and Vice Rashid Ahmed described the
President Dick Cheney were remarks by J. Cofer Black - the
heading to three states between U.S. State Department coordithem Monday; Democratic can- nator for counterterrorism who
didate John Kerry and running visited Pakistan last week - as
mate John Edwards were ven- a "political statement."
turing to six. Cheney and
Pakistan has reported the
Edwards set campaign courses arrests of dozens of local and
that cross paths in St. Paul, foreign terror suspects, but offiMinn.
cials haven't said they are close
Polls in half the eight states to capturing bin Laden and his
on the candidates' Labor Day . top associate, Ayman alagenda - Minnesota, Iow;;i., Zawahri, believed to be hiding
Pennsylvania and Ohio - ·show in the rugged tribal regions of
them running neck-and-neck. Pakistan and Afghanistan.
Those four states offer 58 elec-ASSOCIATED PRESS
toral votes, more than 20 per-

Week.in Sdence
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior StaffWriter

New energy source coming soon
Australian scientists predict
they will be able to harness the
power of the sun to extract
unlimited energy from water
,
within seven years
This will be the cheapest,
cleanest and most abundant
energy source ever developed.
Special titanium oxide ceramics will harvest sunlight and
split water to produce hydrogen fuel. A clean energy-harvesting devise, with no moving
parts, will then collect and
deliver this energy.
The scientists believe the
new energy source will have a
market the size of all the existing markets for coal, oil and gas
combined.

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. From 2000 to 2004, the
number of Arkansas students taking the ACT test
dropped
25
percent,
according to the ACT
office in Iowa City, Iowa.
Over the same period, the
number taking the SAT
dropped 5 percent, College
Board officials at Washington reported.
More than 70 percent of
Transplants more available
Arkansas' graduating highAs a result of a patent issued
school seniors take the
recently
to Organ Recovery .
ACT. About 6 per.cent of
of
Chicago, it is now
Systems
graduating seniors in
possible
to
chill body tissues
Arkansas take the SAT.
and
organs
well
below freezing
This year, Arkansas stuwithout
forming
ice crystals, a
dents did better on the
procedure that will ·help preSAT college entrance exam
than the national average. · serve transplant organs and tissues more·effectively and for a
This year's average score
longer period of time.
for Arkansas students who
Organs and some tissues are
took the ACT college
.
presently
stored for short perientrance exam was a halfods
at
refrigerator
temperapoint below the national
tures
and
freezing
has
not been
average.
possible due to formation of ice
crystals, which damage delicate cells and reduces the via- ASSOCIATED PRESS
bility of the tissue.

. .,

Doctors conducted more
than 24,000 organ transplants
in the United States in 2002, yet
someone is added to the donor ·
waiting list every 12 minutes,
and 16 people die each day
waiting for an organ transplant.

Probable discovery ofoew matter .
Two ,physicists from Penn
State
University
have
announced new experimental
evidence for the existence of a
new phase of mater, a "supersolid" form of helium-4 with
the extraordinary frictionlessflow properties of a superfluid.
Solid helium-4 appears to
behave like a superfluid when it
is so cold that the laws of quantum mechanics govern its
behavior. This behavior is one
of the predictions of the quantum mechanics theory, which
states the possibility of superfluid behavior in solid.
Scientists believe tliey now
have strong evidence to prove
this theory.

•
•
I 's your future. It's a tool of the past. It's competition.
It's stress management. Ifs knowledg~.
It's an· art. It's a reproduction.

-

Psychotic mice and schizophrenia

-

Genetically muted mice that
have mutations in two key
genes that make them psychotic may offer insight into diseases such as schizophrenia,
according to researchers.
Normally, caged mice will
climb over and sniff one another, but the muted psychotic
mice failed to socialize. More
than 2 million Americans suffer
from schizophrenia.
This study might lead to
pinpointing the genetic origin
of this disease and eventually
finding a cure for it.
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What do you see.? Every day, The New York Times helps you see the world around
you in whole new ways. Pick up your copy of The Times today. And to subscribe at
a very special student rate of more than 50% off, call 1-888.-NYT-COLL and
mention media code S84AJ. Or visit nytimes.com/student. THE NEW YORK TIMES.
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About 1,000 take shelter at UCF Arena
FROM

Al

Patrick Ruffin, a transfer
student from Houston; Texas,
was one of them. "This is my
first hurricane," he said while
leaning against one of the
columns on the Classroom 1
building Saturday morning.
Ruffin moved to Orlando two
weeks ago. "I'm not scared,
cause I don't know what to
expect," he said with a laugh.
In Orange County, nJ.ne
shelters remained open and
full during the 22-hour passage of Frances over Orlando.
Orange County was prepared
to open up to 80 shelters if
needed, said Renzy Hanspaw,
executive director of Orange
County Office of Emergency
Management.
Frances caused the largest
evacuation in the state's history, with 2.8 million residents
from 47 counties ordered
inland. The storm sent 114,845
residents and tourists to more
than 400 shelters, some of
which are still housing Hurricane Charley's evacuees.
Anticipating the hurricane
by late Friday, mo~t Orange
County shelters, including
UCF Arena, were at full
capacity by Saturday morning.
"I wished we had stayed
home last nigh~ and came here
today," Crystal Weiss said.
Tlie senior psychology major
evacuated to one of the
Arena's hallways Friday along
with her boyfriend, Ngozi
Okonmah, a senior in marketing. Later she added, "But
then we wouldn't have gotten
this spot."
Volunteers from Red Cross
of Central Florida, Orange
County Utility, UCF police,
missionaries from the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints, Alpha Phi Omega
service fraternity members
, along with many other volunteers joined forces to ensure a
safe and smooth stay for the
evacuees in the Orange County-operated shelter at UCF
Arena. Student volunteers
from UCF Housing overlooked the operations at
Communications and Classroom 1 buildings.
The evacuees weathered
the storm well, Bryan Smathers, an Arena volunteer' and
. APO fraternity member, said.
"They are territorial as you'd
expect, but they are very
cooperative," he added.
Most families staying in
the Arena spread thick blankets in the hallways or side-.
by-side in the rooms. A few
duffel bags and coolers
packed with sandwich meats
and bread s~t boundaries for
their spaces. Small televisions, DVD players or laptops ·
were among the gadgets people kept themselves busy with
during their two-day stay at
the Arena.
The situation in the Classroom 1 building was a bit different. "This was a five-star
shelter," Dante Sampang, an
assistant lab manager for·
Computer Services said.
Standing at the building's
first-floor computer lab, he
· said, "we played movies here
all night and kids had access
to the computers and the
Internet."
On Saturday morning, during the first hours of their stay
at the Classroom 1 building,
students had already gathered
in small groups playing cards
and watching football, as
some slept in. the chairs they
had occupied a few days earlier listening to their professors' lectures.
Evacuees in the UCF Arena
and campus buildings were
served breakfast, lunch and
dinner, which were prnvided
by the Red Cross and Campus
Food Services.
On-campus residence halls
and apartments were re-
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Fallen trees in front of the East Parking Garage, near Engineering I, show the force of Frances' winds. Some of tbe dirt parking lots flooded.

opened Sunday night before UCF Housing," Hortzler said.
the 6 p.m. curfew, and "everyTo combat the fury of Hurone pretty much packed up ·ricane Frances, state officials
and rushed back to their planned one of the biggest
places,'' Sampang said Mon- emergency preparations in
day morning, standing beside state history. Many of the outa row of tables piled high with of-state utility workers had
leftover hot dogs and sand- spread throughout the state by
wiches in the Classroom 1 Friday night, preparing to get
building. The campus was still on the road.
"There are 2S guys here
deserted - just like it was on
Saturday and Sunday.
from Bidding Utility," said JorDespite its weakening, dan Esterbrook, the managerFrances spared only a few on-duty at Holiday Inn Select
counties from constant rain on University Boulevard. A
and wind, leaving behind UCF senior majoring in mannearly 6 million residents agement, · Esterbrook had

'46'' +
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GOOD QUALITY WINE

Category 3 storm with winds
reported Tuesday at 120 mph,
Ivan is moving steadily West.
Weather forecasters predict
the storm could cross the
Antilles and Hispaniola in the
Caribbean Sea, possibly reaching Cuba by Friday. It's too
early to tell if Ivan will hit
Florida.
But UCF officials say - just
in case - they will be ready.
"We're watching it,'' Evelyn
said.
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KIRIN ICHBAN

12 PK SPECIAL BEER PRICE

ONLY$ 799+

(Sept. All beer going up in price)

BEST WAY BEVERAGE MART
Corner of University & Dean Rd., Next to Duffy's Subs

407-678-4443

Hours: Mon. - Sun~ 11 am - 2am
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Radio station braves storm
While most of UCF was channel 21 at on-campus
watching the news of Hurri- residences and through an
.cane Frances on television Internet-feed
on
sets in the safety of their http://www:WGKB.com.
homes, two student DJs on
By Saturday, the two realWGKB were reporting on it ized the storm was too
- blow by blow.
important to continue their
Station Manager Tim mostly pop music and comHoffman, a junior radio/IV edy schedule. "No ·other
major, knew he wanted to UCF-student-based outlet
broadcast the campus radio was giving out information,''
station WGKB during storm Hoffman said. He and Ivey
for his fellow students. He provided localized hurriran into a problem when cane information every halfcampus closed late Thurs- hour. Students with boardday. He and his roommate ed-up windows in Orlando
- "I dragged him on as my and those in other parts of
co-host,'' Hoffman said of the state curious about the
senior Jake Ivey - decided storm's damage on campus
to set up a makeshift station were able to get ·detailed
in their Boardwalk apart- information on all aspects of
ment. The operation was the storm.
considered a success, with
On Saturday afternoon,
one destroyed hard drive the broadcast was interruptbut 44,168 Web site hits and ed by a power surge that
more than 250 different destroyed the main hard
Internet listeners over the drive of the computer, shutfour days.
ting them down. One hour
The station, which nor- and one auxiliary hard drive
mally broadcasts out of the later, the station was back
School of Communication, up-and-running. The hosts
began broadcasting Thurs- reported on the status
day on Hoffman's personal around the state, took calls
computer. "We started live over the phone and probroadcasting when we woke vided first-hand reports
up in the morning and went from areas all around the
pret:ty much until we went UCF main campus.
to bed." Their efforts were
"You usually can't get
noted both on the station's breaking news coverage
Web site, an,d messages experience from a campus
were sent out every morn- radio station," he said, "but
ing to e-mail boxes through that's the big event in news."
the Good Morning UCF stuAt 11:41 p.m., another
dent e-mails.
electrical surge caused a
The pair started with a permanent failure in the
30-minute comedy show computer which, "due to
Thursday evening sand- errors · on the hard disk,
wiched between pop mqsic won't boot anymore,'' Hoffplaylists, playing on cable man said.
without power in the more boarded up his apartment in than 40 affected counties. The Waterford Lakes and spent
damage from Frances is esti- Friday night at work. ''.As soon
mated to be between $2 billion as France was announced to
and $4 billion dollars.
be a Category 4, the hotel
Some local apartment com- filled up from Saturday night
plexes, including Pegasus on," he said.
Landing and Pegasus Pointe - Frances was the fourth hurapartments, did not have ricane this season. Not as
Internet or telephone services strong as its predecessor,
during the storm. Many report Charley, Frances proved to be
that these utilities are now much larger and slower mov- .
working.
ing.
"If you have any issues with
Meanwhile, Hurricane
your apartment, speak with . Ivan formed Sunday in the
the apartment manager . or central Atlantic Ocean. Now a
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New Classes. BEGIN:
September 8 - Downtown Orlando
September 9 - Research Park

Aclclltlonal Classes & "ew Locations:
Dayton• Beach • September 22
Cocoa • September 1 4

•

$199
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
CONTIN U ING EDUC ATION

www.ce.ucf.edu/testprep
(407)882 0260

Register online and see ALL course
. elates, ti1nes and locations available.
.

Us(• Priority Code 08041•'
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FRIDAY, October 1, 2004
· 1:00 - 6:00 P.M.
HYATT REGENCY MIAMI
Open to the Public &

~ree

of Charge

Meet admissions repr.esentatives and get
materials from over 100 law schools from
around the country. Learn about the programs, admissions criteria, and the application process at each school.
·
Panel Discussions:
Admissions & Financial Aid Panel
12:00 - 1 :00 PM
Careers in Law Panel
1 :1 ~ - 2:1 S PM ·
Law Students Panel
2:30 - 3:30 PM
'.)

TO REGISTER AND OBTAIN FURTHER DETAILS:
Online: www.law.miami.edu/mlf
admissionsC@,law.m iami.edu
Telephone: 305-284-6746

E~mail :

ClfMl'US BEl'S

ALL STAR CHEERLEADING • TRAMP & TUMBLE • 407-296-5001

Trallel Fl'tJB & Be f/IP

WANTED: ADULT CHEERLEADERS
Adult Open competition team has spots available Sept 18
Compete man International CbampiOnship ~ottrop, Germany.

111111#-ZED

v·

Check us out at www.orlando.tlames.com

Hosted by your South Florida law schools at St. Thomas Univ.ersity, Novo Southeastern University and the
University of Miami, in conjun fon with a grant from the law School Ad'l)sion Cauncll.
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2881 South Bumby Ave.
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-BACK TO SCHOOL OFFER

Applebee's - UCF
12103 Collegiate Way
Orlando, Florida
- 407-282-2055

·$99 (a $200 value)
00150
00210
01110

Oral Exam
All necessary X-ray's
Clean~ng (prophyla?Cis)
-Bleaching

03961

(Not valid with any other offer or Insurance, New patients only. Exp. 9/30/04)
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OUR STANCE

Dating show creates
a bad impression
U

niversity officials hope Big
with booths advising students
Man on Campus will put
on sex toys and sadomasochism,
UCF in the national spotit garnered national attention.
Most of it was negative.
light. With a six-week commitment on prime-time WB in the
The president of ST:JNY at
spring, viewers of the dating
New Paltz was asked to resign
"reality" show will get cozy with and eventually did so under
the second-largest public univer- pressure from the board of
trustees and area officials.
sity in Florida
At least the actions of the
But at what risk to the image
of UCF will adininistrators
New Paltz students could be
considered educational. A show
showcase the campus?
about two college students findReality shows lend theming a long-term relationship
selves to showing women at
their worst, as in Who Wants to
through a series of competitive
Marry a Millionaire? They also
multi-task dating is not.
A first-class research univerbroadcast embarrassing stupidisity, which is what UCF is sttjvty like The Simple Life. Reality
TV reached all-new levels of
ing to become, has publicity
available for the university that
moral ambiguity with Barbara
Walter's showing couples comis more credible than a nation. wide showing of women falling
peting to adopt a child and a
Spanish-language network offer- over themselves to be lucky
enough to date some smug guy.
ing green cards to immigrants.
UCF has several excellent proThese type of programs ask
grams that contribute to
at what price does entertainment come, and how desperate
research around the world on a
range of subjects.
is Hollywood to exploit the
The SGA Senate has the right
attention-hungry public? Some
people will take their 15 minutes
idea in supporting the UCF
community and trying to bring
of fame at any price, but should
the university encourage stuattention to it. It funds student
dents to engage in this embarand club requests to travel to
conferences with hopes that
rassment in the name ofUCF?
Universities typically don't
those students will impress their
gain prominence by cheap
peers and then return to UCF
stunts. When the State Universi- with fresh experiences 't o share.
Many such students are
ty of New York at New Paltz
asked to report back to the Senhosted a feminist convention

ate in a constant effort to let the
student body know that SGA is
funding activities that bring
prominence to the university.
The administration has done
similar good work with its promotion of UCF football and
Coach George O'Leary.
The prominence that a
nationally televised dating show
will pring is not the attention
that UCF needs or deserves. The
university can do much better
than lending out its name and
seal of approval for $10,000, the
amount of the location fee paid
to the campus by the producers.
The administration should strive
for positive attention that's less
apt to make a mockery of.the
students at UCF.
Even if Big Man on Campus is
a better reality show than most,
just the label of "reality show''
can stain 't he reputation of a
major university. Sure, a large
amount of potential applicants
will soo.q recognize the nrup.e of
1UCF, but at what cost?
American TV viewers know
who Paris Hilton and Richard
Hatch are, but has it enriched
their lives in any way? If those
two reality-show icons don't
bring to mind an image of
respect and honor, it is doubtful
the world will think any better of
UCF's BMOC and his chosen
lady.

OUR STANCE

Afew reasons

for Saturday's loss
0

f those few UCF fans who it's about helping when it is
still had electricity at the
down. Florida as a state is notorious for fair-weather fans in
start of the football game
Saturday, many probably wished ·professional sports - like the
they didn't.
Florida Marlins - but the story
isn't so on the college level. The
The players traveled to the
University of Wisconsin to face
University of Florida, Florida
State University and University
a nationally ranked team ready
of Miami are all perennial giants
to be;it up on the hurricane
refugees. Many UCF players left in college football and most of
homes and family members
their fans - especially of UM
- never attended those schools.
behind, not knowing if they
It is the support of the fans in
would have anything to come
those areas that makes highback to. The team also played
school prospects want to play
without the services of its fiery
for those schools.
coach, who missed the game
due to the passing of his mother.
Even the University of South
Without the most valuable offFlorida is enjoying the benefits
season acquisition to lead them
of a growing fan base. Its football program has been invited to
into battle, the players looked
join the Big East Conference for
intimidated and inexperienced.
2005 after being in existence for
There are a boatload of reasons why UCF lost: new coach,
only seven years. The Big East
new system, young players.
is a Bowl Championship Series
But the main reason doesn't
conference, making it possible
for USF to get into one of the
belong to the play~rs on the
field or the coaches on the side- four major bowl games lines. It's in the stands. .
unlike UCF, which is playing
this year in the Mid-American
Coach George O'Leary
Conference. The ~C has no
understands something that a
lot of people in Orlando don't:
relationship with the big bowl
A strong football program
games. Neither does Conferneeds a large fan base. He has
ence USA, in which UCF will
. compete starting next year.
been the focal point for an
aggressive advertising campaign
The attendance for UCF
to get people motivated for this
home games pales in compariseason and to give the players ·a
son to schools of far smaller
student populations. Clemson
reason to work hard. O'Leary
cardboard cut-outs, highway
Uiliversity in South Carolina,
with an undergrad enrollment
billboards, radio spots and televisions ads are.all attempts to
of about 13,000, packs its stadilure more fans to the games.
um for home games with an
average Of 76,000, while UCF,
Being a fan is more than just
cheering when the team is up,
with an estimated enrollment of

44,000, draws only about 24,000
people per game.
Pride for UCF can't even be
seen on campus. More students
here choose to don hats and
shirts of other universities than
of the one that they attend. How
can fans expect a team to succeed when they are feeding
' money into other universities'
· programs? It's not just the foot' ball program that is being hurt;
all athletics feel the pain of no
fan support. Year in and. year
· out the baseball team is a Top 25
contender, yet the only students
wearing shirts to support the
team are the players themselves.
Let's face it, in the world of
ESPN, most colleges are known
by the status of their football
squads and not the computer
engineering programs 7"- MIT
excluded. A stronger 't eam will
help build the reputation of
UCF and make it more attractive to high-school serll,ors.
With more student applications,
the admissions office can then
raise the entrance requirements,
thus making UCF an even more
academically respectable
school.
Make an effort Saturday to
come out to the Citrus Bowl
and support the football team
for the home opener. Show up,
be loud, wear colors and bring
your friends. Help the team
upset nationally ranked West
Virginia and bring recognition
to a program desperately needing some. That will be something that everyone can root for.
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READER VIEWS
UCF's reality
Reality television has once again proved
me wrong. It has, in fact, brainstormed and
come up with even worse shows for national television.
This time, it's personal.
In fact, even my university has sunken to
a new low, right down there with the reality
television mongers. The 1:\\'.0 have merged,
right in the middle of my campus. The reality series, Big Man On Campus has decided
to take its commercial interests to the UCF
["In search of the BMOC," Aug 30.]
Big Man On Campus has selected my college to host its national reality series. One
man from the chosen campus takes his pick
from 12 eligible bachelorettes. Sounds like a
fantastic idea! That's where it goes wrong.
Just take a moment to think about how
this appears to our parents, to other college
students and university-level educators
around the nation. I am shocked and
appalled that my university would choose to
host such trash television. Since when did
my campus turn into a nationally aired dateo:-rama, a campus-wide dating meat market?
Secondly, how are the woµien of UCF
not outraged about this reality show? One
single man out of our diverse university
,population goes on a few cheap dates and
picks his favorite "catch" out of the 12
women that are lined up for his convenience. Haven't we all seen these tired, sexist
programs? Nobody really ends up happy
with their human prize. Yet women are lining up to score a chance to cheapen themselves with the aid of Big Man on Campus.
I also read in the Future that the "Big
Man" and his chosen queen might receive
full scholarships! Excuse me, but when did
financial aid become an award for picking
through 12 ladies and picking one you like
best? It's utterly atrocious! Many students
who are struggling to pay their bills and trying to finance college courses by working
numerous jobs aren't getting full scholarships to 0\11" fine institution! Yet if a flashy
television network descends on our school
and offers a fat check or' national recognition (a cheap way of promotion for UCF),
:we're hopping to pay for scholarships then.
If this show is such an honor, why didn't
they pick Yale? Perhaps Yale didn't want
that kind of environment for their students,
and I feel UCF should consider what this
could do to some of its student population
for the sake of its own cheap promotion.
- BRENNA MARTIN

9/11 hesitation

Many Republicans report that they plan
to re-elect President Bush based upon his
strength of character and moral compass. To
me, his character and .morals were subjected
to a test on 9/11.
When notified by his aides that the
World Trade Center was attacked by the
first and then second plane, Bush chose not
to act for more than 15 minutes. In fact, he
waited seven minutes to act after White
House Chief of Staff Andrew Card informed
him a second plane hit the second tower
and that America was under attack. Bush
failed his test.
What was your reaction when you heard
that one and then tWo planes flew into the
World Trade Center? Did you want more
information? Did you want to know if the
hits were intentional or unintentional? Were
you concerned about the safety of those
who were in and around the WTC?,
Our president didn't want to know the
answers to any of these questions. He chose
not to act for more than 15 minutes until he
was instructed by someone on what to do
and where to go.
I want a president who wants instant
information about a tragedy that has happened to our citizens and who gives directions to others on how to handle a situation.

\
\

I don't want a president who doesn't want
to know and doesn't know what to do.
- JULIA STEVENS

Draft: a strong possibility

The onset of a new military draft gained
momentum this summer.
First, in mid-June, there were reports that
presidential adviser Karl Rove polled GOP
congressmen and obtained support for a
draft. One report of this was in Family Circle
magazine - which has 23 million readers.
Yet, 10 weeks later, the White House has not
bothered to dt::ny these reports.
Second, the administration engaged Iran
regarding its nuclear power program.
Undersecretary of State John Bolton claims
Iran admitted to European ~plomats that it
could have.material for a nuclear bomb in
one year.
The diplomats are hedging. Secretary of
Defense Donald Rumsfeld stated that Iran
seeks missiles that can hit the United States.
The Philadelphia Inquirer rep01ied that a
"senior administration official hinted" that
regime change in Iran was an option. The
rhetoric regarding Iran looks much like the
pre-war rhetoric on Iraq. Any regime
change in Iran would mandate a draft; that
nation has three times the population of
Iraq and four times the area. So think of
regime change in Iran as requiring 500,000
more troops. ·
All this led a Reagan administration official, Paul Craig Roberts, former assistant
secretary of the treasury for economic policy, to write: "If you favor the return of the
draft, and war without end, vote Republi- ·
can" (http://www.newsmax.com/archives/
articles/2004/8/25/90921.shtml). Many other
officials and experts now seem to agret;!. For
example, in the Sept. 6 issue of Newsweek,
columnist Anna Quindlen deplored the
"received wisdom" of what she called an
"obvious" draft.
These are just the recent developments.
See http://www.stop-the-bush-draft.us for
more information.
Vote like your life depended on it.
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- STEVE RAMIREZ

Primary misinformation

A little more research is in order for this
article ["Senate primary has impact beyond
Florida," Aug. 30]. Former U.S. Sen. ·connie
Mack, was elected in 1988, defeating Democrat Buddy McKay. Mack, a Republican, was
subsequently re-elected in 1994 over Hugh
Rodham (Hillary Rodham Clinton's brother)
and retired in 2000. He never lost a Senate
election.
Our current junior senator from Florida,
Bill Nelson, was only elected to the Senate
in 2000. He narrowly won over Bill Mccollum in the year of the hanging chad.
FYI, the first female U.S. senator elected
in Florida was Republican Paula Hawkins, in
1980. She held office until 1986, until she
w as defeated by our current senior senator,
Bob Graham.

,.
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- BRYAN STEWART

Still paying for Rec Center

My roommate and I were discussing just
now how we pay in our tuition for the Rec
Center, but now we have to pay again for a
different one ... hmm. So let me ask this: ·
Should we pay twice to work out at a gym
once?
I am not going to pay to work out at
another gym. It is not our fault that UCF
constructed a non-hurricane-proof facility.
["Hurricane 'wrecks' center," Aug. 23]. The
"Freshman 15" is not on my agenda for this ·
semester.
Down with paying double to make my .
arms look beautiful.

.
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- DAVIN HOMAN AND KRIS BELVIS
I)

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letter.; to theeditor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number.We may edit for length, grammar, styleand libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them ~~7-447-4556. Questions?Call 407-447-4555
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Deluxe size
Dramatically
Different ·
Moisturizing
Lotion

' It

Different
Lipstick in
Raspberry
Glace

"
... Jc.

1

Makeup quad induding a Pair of Shades
Eye Shadow in Lavey Dovey & High lmpaci: Eye
Shadow in Foxy, Soft-Pressed Powder Blusher in
New Clover, and Glosswear Mini fur Lips in Air Kjss.

· New! Advanced
Stop Signs Eye SPF 15

Quantities are limited. One gift per customer. While supplies last ·
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ChINIQIJ~
Ciramaticatty
differer:it
moisturizing gel

'"'

New! Dramatically Different
Moisturizing Gel.
Perfect for oilier skin. Now Clinique's finest
moistUrE[ drink is available in a refreshing gel.
This lightweight formula works to soften,
smooth and improve.
Shown: 4.2 fl. oz. bottle with pump. $22
Also available in a travel-size 1.7 fl. oz tube: $11
100% fragrance free. Allergy tested.

®

CUn;que. Pcoud 'po0<0• of the 5th Annuol Lot;n GRAMMY• Awa•d>.

*Burdines-macyS
.

www.burdinesmacys.com

TO ORDER CALL 1·800·334·SHOP EVERY DAY 8 AM -11 PM
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. The prestigious Ronald E. McNair Post Baccalaureate Achievement Program is designed to help students get into graduate school and succeed.
If you meet the qualifications, you may be one of the students selected as ~ McNair Scholar at UCF, so apply NOW.

·Enrolled full time as a UCF student with a minimum 3.0 GPA
• US citizen or permanent US residency status .
• Completion of 60 -· 90 credit hours
·A serious interest in pursuing graduate study.leading to the Ph. D.
• Qualify as· first-generation college student with financial need

and/or
• Member of group that is underrepresented in graduate education
(African American, Hispanic American, Native American, Alaskan Native)
p

ALL
· JUNIORS

·Speakers!
·Social events!

• Faculty mentors!
• Statewide networking!

• Workshops to prepare you for doctoral studies
• Earn a $2,800 stipend for summer research experience
·Free summer course in research methodology
·Workshops to get you into the graduate program of your choice
•.Teaching classes to prepare you for being a GTA (Graduate Teaching Assistant)
• Trip to national McNair conference
• Graduate admission fee waivers from participating institutions ·
.

.

~~

'

...Jt '

To apply, go to: and select McNair Scholars Program from the menu, or
call the McNair Schol.ars 'p rogram at

On campus, come. by the McNair office in the Classroom
Bldg. 1 Rm. 302 or e-mail us at Mc- air fcYma1l.Jcf.edu ,
and we'll send you an application.

wackV Wednesdav ·
Sept. 8th @ Noon
in front of the
Student Union
.FREE GIVEAWAYS

Post pep rally party @
Wackadoos
Including Food and Drink
Specials

(J
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Mental errors cloud opener
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

•

Bring it
MAC recaps

It was a tough weekend for
the Mid-American Conference
as the league went 0 for 6 ·
against top 25 opponents. The
MAC got a bitter taste of its own
medicine as one of the league's
heavy-hitter~ went down at
home.

9

Year that UCF
volleyball last
started a season 0-3

"
Losses the 1996
volleyball team
suffered against
Atlantic Sun
opponents

<t

W'

Yards by which
Wisconsin
out-rushed UCF
football by

"
Yards by which UCF
football out-passed
Wisconsin

iii

..

Wisconsin defensive Uneman Anttaj Hawthorne (77) celebrates after picking off a screen pass from UCF sophomore quarterback Steven Moffett Saturday.

Badgers. subdue
young Knights
football team

Women's soccer
increased its record
to 2-1-1 this
weekend with a 1-1
tie against UAB and
a 3-0 victory over
the University of
Minnesota.

Women's soccer
hosts the South
Florida Bulls at 7
p.m. today at the
UCF Soccer Complex.
The Knights host
Tulane at 6 p.m.
Friday at the UCF
Soccer Complex in
the UCF Fall
Invitational ...
Men's soccer hosts
Marshall at8
p.m.Friday at the
UCF Soccer Complex
in 'the first game of
the UCF/Adidas
Kickoff Classic ...
Football welcomes
No. 11 West Virginia
. Saturday at 6 p.m. at
the Citrus Bowl ...
Volleyball travels to
Provo, Utah Friday ·to
face Utah Valley
State in the first
round of the BYU
Mizuno Classic.

MORRY GASH I ASSOCIATED PRESS

.

Men's soccer got off
to a rocky start this
past wee~end, as the
Knights tied Air
Force 2-2 and were
shutout 3-0 at the
hands of the
University of Denver.

The Terrapins got revenge
for last season's opening game
loss in DeKalb, edging out NIU
23-20 on three field goals by
Nick Novak.
Novak became the all-time
leading scorer in Atlantic Coast
Conference history, passing former Florida State kicker Scott
Bentley.
The Huskies got only one
series out of quarterback"Josh
Haldi, who was attempting to
play with a stress fracture in his
right foot Sophomore Phil Horvath had a solid game in relief,
throwing for 219 yards and a
touchdown.
With 6:02 to go, NIU was
down by 11 with Maryland
knocking on the doorstep, but
the defense came up big with an
85-yard fumble recovery by linebacker Jason Hawkins. A twopoint conversion cut .the lead
down to three, but the NIU
offense ran out of time with the
ball left on the Maryland 33 yard
line.

(7) Michigan 43, Miami of Ohio 10

ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

1

(21} Maryland 23, N. Illinois 20

Saturday's game against the
Wisconsin Badgers should have
marked a historic moment in UCF
football history.
It should have been the first
game in the George O'Leary era.
But O'Leary couldn't make the trip
due to his mother's funeral
,
. Instead, the game marked a historic .moment for Badger Coach
Barry Alvarez. Wisconsin's 34-6
victory over the Golden Knights
was the lOOth win in Alvarez's 14year career at WISconsin.
But as the Badgers (1-0) were
MORRY GASH I ASSOCIATED PRESS
celebrating their season opening
Wisconsin
running
back
Anthony
Davis
rushed
for
78
yards
before
leaving
with an eye injury• .
victory in front of 82,116 fans at
Camp Randall Stadium, the
Mis.takes like sophomore quar- with the ball, but overall I thought
Knights (0-1) took their first step in .
a rebuilding process. Despite being terback Steven Moffett's one inter- the kids played· hard," Huxtable
cloaked by the 28-point loss, the ception of the game, a hurried said. "I thought they gave good
first step was seen as a positive by screen pass that fell directly into effort, which is what we're shootUCF linebacker and special teams the handS ofBadger defensive line- ing for."
Turnovers aside, the Knights'
coach Dave Huxtable, who served man Anttaj Hawthorne, put all of
the game's momentum with the Achilles' heel was the team's youth
as coach in O'Leary's abSence.
"I thought the kids went out Badgers. UCF's offensive line had a and inexperience. Two true freshand they played hard today," hard time containing the WISCon- men started on the offensive line
Huxtable said after the game. ''We sin defensive line, which led to an along side two sophomores and
made some mistakes in the first array of three-and-outs as well as only one junior. Moffettwas often
forced to make quick passes,
half, put the ball on the ground a Moffett's one fwnble of the game.
''We weren't really able to get a
couple times, struggled offensivePLEASE SEE DAVIS ON B3
drive going, had some mishaps
ly."

The nation's longest winning ·
streak came to an end Saturday,
but the Redhawks didn't go
down in the Big House without
afight
Down 24-10 in the third quarter, Miami cut the margin in half
on a 1-yard run by tailback Mike
Smith.
The Redhawks were marching down the field for a potential
game-tying score when quarterback Josh Betts' pass was picked
off, and returnfd the distance by
linebacl,<er Ernest Shazor. Miami
never came close to scoring
agqin.
.
Betts finished the day with
four interceptions as his predecessor Ben Roethlisberger
watched from the sidelines. ~
Michigan was led by back-up
quarterback Chad Henne who
threw for two touchdowns to
receiver Braylon Edwards.

(2) Oklahoma 40, Bowling Green 24
Running backs Kejuan Jones
and Adrian Peterson-e ach broke
the 100-yard mark as Oklahoma
was too much for Bowling
Green.
Qµarterback Jason White
also got into the act completing
21 of 31 passes for 238 yards and
three touchdowns.
A career-long 47-yard field
goal by Shaun Suisham kept the
PLEASE SEE ROCKETS ON B3

Quota
"He said at halftime
that he was proud of
the kids and how
hard they were
playing.He said to
hang in there, stay
positive, keep the
kids up, and to do
the best we can. And
he said he was
looking forward to
getting here and
seeing us tonight."
- LINEBACKER
COACH DAVE
HUXTABLE ON
GEORGE O'LEARY

"Schanell is really
coming into her
own. She was a huge
factor not only with
her kills, but also at ·
the net."
- VOLLEYBALL
COACH MEG COLADO

ON FRESHMAN
SCHAN Ell

NEIDERWORDER

Volleyball suffers ·shutout in the Bayou
LSU takes three from
UCF in displaced series
MATT DUNAWAY
Staff Writer
~t was supposed to be the first
home opener since 2001 with marquee SEC opponent LSU coming
to the Dungeon.
A celebration of where the volleyball program has been, and a
glimpse to where the program is
heading.
A changing ofthe guard, a passing of the baton from the former
senior class to the ctirrent group
ready to take the program to the
next step.
Hurricane Frances changed all
of that.
Instead, the UCF volleyball

team packed up early Thursday
morning and endured a 14-hour
bus ride precluding a rough weekend in Baton Rouge.
.
A weekend that saw the
Knights open the season 0-3 for
the first time since 1996.
Two of the three losses were to
host LSU (21-30, 18-30, 30-iz, 21. 30), (24-30, 24-30, 23-30) while the
other was to Rice (15-30, 19-30, 2530) in the Hurricane Francis Invitational
~·n was something that w e really couldn't control," Coach Meg
Colado said. "But that's not an
excuse for our p erforinance out
there this weekend."
The Knights looked ready to
weather the storm early in the season opener against r:su on Friday
afternoon. UCFtook a20-18leadin
game one, but the Tigers finished

"I

,

• d

·was surpr1se at
the uncharacteristic
e~rors by our .
.
OUtSide hitters."
- MEG COLADO,
UCF VOLLEYBALL COACH

the game on a 12-1 spurt.
LSU carried that momentum
into game two, jumping out to a
quick 5-1 advantage. The Tigers
finished game two just like the previous one, this time on a 7-1 run.
The Bayou.Bengals dominated
the first half, ripp ing 33 kills as
middle blocker Ivana Kuzmic and
outside hitter Regan Hood hit for a

scorching 0.636 ~d 0.588 hitting
percentage, respectively.
·
"Early in the match we were
able to effectively contain the middle," Colado said. "But as the game
progressed they found more ways
to get her [Kuzmic] involved."
UCF struggled to only 14 kills
and mounted 15 errors in route to a
negative hitting percentage in the
first half.
The Knights turned the tables
in game three, going out in front 93, and the UCF front line forced
some front line errors by LSU.
Outside hitter Emily Watts got on
track by pounding six kills in the
game.
Watts would produce ,il teamhigh 13 kills and 12 digs w!file outside hitter Tanya Jarvis also posted
PLEASE SEEWATIS ONB3

on,·1van
One soggy weekend
can't stop 40,000 fans
It's that time of the year again.
No, not hurricane season.
It's that time that I get up on my
high horse and start sounding the
trumpets and blabber until I just
can't blabber anymore about people getting their apathetic tails into
the Citrus Bowl.
QK, so we've got Hurricane Ivan
flying at us. And I know that the
UCF faithful are ;i little down after
Saturday's loss to Wisconsin. But if
we can't let one game go and start
showing some pride, then we might
as well not even call ourselves fans.
We can't let one loss throw us
into a tailspin that rivals Britney
Spears' career. Part of being a college football fan is knowing that we
act as the 12th man in the Citrus
Castle.
UCF didn't give up against Wisconsin. The Knights played hard
and, despite the score, showed serious improvements on both sides of
the ball from last year. Fans need to
do the same.
Coach George O'Leary might be
new to UCF football, but he's heard
the terrible truth that some people
go out and tailgate and pay no mind
to the game being played inside. We
saw it four years ago when Virginia
Tech came into our house and
romped the Knights in front of ·
50,220 fans. Unfortunately for that
record-setting crowd, the majority
of fans belonged to the opponent.
As far as the weather factor,
when it rains, it pours. Ivan could
very well be heading our way and
maybe he'll play a part in decimating UCF's first home game of 2004.
But we're no strangers to soggy
home games.
In 1999, 13,875 UCF fans sat
through a 28-0 romp of Nicholls
State, despite a nagging tropical
storm. In 2002, 7,354 fans watched
VCF rock Kent State 32-6 during
another nasty storm.
So it rains and so it pours, but the
athlete s on the field feel a -double
burden. Not only are they out trying to represent a university in a
monsoon, they're doing it in front
of a small fraction of poncho-clad
fans.
The beauty of being a fan is that
a storm doesn't derail a day at the
stadium. If Christina Aguilera can
make a career out of looking like
she was nailed by a hurricane, then
why can't UCF fans fight-their way
through some wind and water and
help their young team fight their
way against a high-ranked team?
In the end, it's a judgment call by
the fans. If Ivan does hit Orlando,
there obviously won't be a game. If
it doesn't hit us, as current projections are showing, then we'll have
some rain, but it's college-freakingfootball.
I laugh in the face of hurricanes,
only because I feel that p eople are
stronger than some storm and we
shouldn't let Mother Nature dictate
how w e live our lives.
When the good Lord closes my
book, it sure as h ell won't b e
because of some storm. If I'm.going
out, it'll be from something cool like
a stamp ede of bulls, a freak welding
accident or a Tijuana hooker.
UCF fans need to echo this sentiment. We can't let a damn storm
take away from the first season in
our new era.
When Saturday. rolls ar()und, if
Ivan eve n lets us play a football
game, I'm certain th at Mother
Nature will be on West Virginia,'s
side. T h e Knights should have
40,000 fans on their side.
I know a hurricane and a UCF
game don't exactly go hand-inhand.
But w e've all got a finger on om
hands that'll show these hurricanes
and peop le who are counting our
boys out exactly what we think of
them.
Ashley Bums can be reached at
sports@UCFnews.com
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SUMMING .UP THE GAME

•

receiving in
Saturday's 34-6
loss to the No. 21
Wisconsin
Badgers. Huggins.
pulled in five
rece~tions for 85
yards, and all five
of his receptions
were for first
downs.

Huggins caught five balls for 85 yards
on aday when there were few bright spots
for UCF on offense.All five of his receptions
resulted in first downs, and three of them
converted third downs.The highlight was a
24-yard pass play on third-and-12 from
UCF's own four-yard line that got the
Knights some much-needed breathing
room on that drive. However, the drive
stalled when Steven Moffett threw an interception to Anttaj
Hawthorne.
·

•
Rushing yards by
Wisconsin running
back Anthony Davis

I

•

Passi~g yar~s by

JOSH STEPHENS

W1sconsm
quarterback John
Stocco

• In his first career start at middle linebacker, Stephens made his presence
known. He tied teammate Atari Bigby for
most tackles in the game with nine,four of
which were solo.

'

Q

•'

•
•
Turnovers committed
by the UCF offense .

••

OFFENSIVE LINE
The Badgers commanded the line of · ,,......,,.,....,,.,.,.,~____,
scrimmage throughout the game, rushing
for 230 yards and gaining atotal of 400
yards. Wisconsin quarterback John Stocco
needed to complete just eight passes for
164yardsandtwoscores,includingthe 16yarder to Jonathan Orr that all but sealed
the deal in the first half. The second half
was total domination,as the Badgers wore
down UCF's front seven and ran out the clock.

Turning point

JEFF SHARON
Staff Writer

The beginning of the Coach
George O'Leary era at UCF will
have to wait until Saturday. In the
meantime, the Dave Huxtable era
started and finished with a 34-6
whitewashing at the hands of the
Wisconsin Badgers.
As always in football, a few key
players and plays contributed to
the end result. Here's the breakdown.~.

Blunder ohhe game:
Moffett's fumble

Following the fumble with 3:35 left, the Badgers marched 50 yards on six plays in two minutes,
capping off the drive with a 16-yard touchdown
pass from John Stocco to Jonathan Orr,putting UW
up.17-3. UCF's ensuing possession went threeand-out, and Jim leonhard returned Matt Prater's
punt to the UCF 36. The drive resulted in a40-yard
field goal by Matt Allen that all but finished the
Knights, putting Wisconsin up 20-3 with 35 seconds left in the first half. In three minutes, the Badgers turned a close 10-3 game into aforegone
conclusion.

Cherry on top:
Owen Daniels' 52-yard TD
catch from Stocco

ANTTAJ HAWTHORNE
Hawthorne led the charge on defense,
rendering UCF's rushing attack ineffective
and pressuring Moffett into an· interception (which Hawthorne caught) and a
fumble (which teammate Dontez Sanders
recovered). In total, the Knights gained just
230 yards on offense, which was as much
as Wisconsin gained on the ground alone.

Wisconsin won because ...
They caused two critical turnovers that
stopped UCF'.s momentum in the first half.The first
turnover, an interception of a poorly executed
screen pass by Anttaj Hawthorne in the second
quarter. resulted in amissed field goal,but killed an
8-play,36 yard drive.The second turnover, afumble
recovery by Dontez Sanders on UCF's next drive,
killed a 5-play 29-yard drive. On both occasions,
critical turnovers destroyed any offensive momentum the Knights mustered in adose first half.

After lJCF opened the game by going threeand-out and losing five yards, Wisconsin took over
at its own 48 following a38-yard punt by Prater.
The Badgers then marched 52 yards on nine plays
in 3:37, capping the drive with an eight-yard
touchdown scamper by running back Anthony
Davis. On that drive,Wisconsin passed just three
times, with one completion.The rest was all Davis,
who had six carries for 40 yards, and set the tone
for Wisconsin early, putting them up 7-0 about
five-and-a-half minutes into the game.
·

Wisconsin special teams
player of the game:
.Jim Leonhard, punt returner
Leonhard returned four punts for 68 yards. The
big one was the 38-yatde~ with 24 seconds left in
the first half that set up Matt Allen'.s 40-yard field
goal, putting UW up 20-3 going into the locker
rooms.

UCF special teams
player of the game:
Matt Prater, punter/kicker

Play of the game:
Stocco's 16-yard TD pass to Orr
The pass put Wisconsin up 17-3, and they
never looked back. It capped a 6-play, 50-yard
drive that started with Moffett's fumble, and
ended with the Badgers going up by two touchdowns.

Turnovers committed
by the Wisconsin
· offense

,

With the Badgers op 27-6with 12:30 left in the
game, Stocco dropped back on play-action and hit
Daniels in stride on what was Wisconsin'.s biggest
play on offense the whole day. Daniels turned the
long pass into aSportsCenter highlight, hurdling a
UCF defender at the five-yard line on his way to
UW'sfinal score of the day, making the score 34-6.

Drive of the game:
UCF lost because ...
Wisconsin's opening possession,
The Knights could not run the football. UCF first quarter

gained just 53 yards on 35 carries - an ;iverage of
ayard-and-a-halfper carry.Alex Haynes had one of
· theworstdaysofhis career-56 yards on 21 carries. The Knights' inability to control the line of
scrimmage left the offensive burden to QB Steven
Moffett, who completed just 13 of 24 passes for
177 yards, with an interception, a lost fumble and
four sacks.

.

Although the intercepted screen pass gets
(dis)honorable mention, UW got no points out ofit.
The fumble,which was initially returned by Sanders
fora score but was called back by instant replay,precipitated the drive that p_ut the game out of reach.

CONF.

East

WL

WL

0
0
0
0
0
0
1

1 0
1 1
0 1

WL

WL

Ohio ..................·.... .... 0
Miami·(Ohio) .................. 0
Marshall ...................... 0
Akron .•......... ...... .. .... . 0
Central Florida ......... .. ... ... 0
Kent State .. ..... .. ...... .•. ... 0,
Buffalo .......... ............. 0

West

OVERALL

Eastern Michigan ...... ....•.... 1
Western Michigan .......•.•.... 0
Northern Illinois.........•...... 0
Toledo ............ . ...•....... 0
Bowling Green .. ............. . . 0
Ball State .... ................. 0
Central Michigan .. ... .......... 0

0
0
O
0
0
0
0

0 1

0 1
0 1
0 1

1
1
0
0

0

0
1
1

0 1

0 1
0 1

Prater accounted for all of UCF's points on the
day, hitting both of his attempts.The best was a51yarder, the second-longest of his career, that snuck
inside the left up right with 6:09 left in the first
quarter to pull.UCFwithin 7-3. Prater also punted
four times, averaging 42.2 yards per kick.
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FORM THE HALF-RME TUNNEL ON THE CITRUS BOWL RELD • MEET AND .CHILL WITH NEW FRIENDSI
CHARTER BUSES TO CITRUS BOWL JIND BACK TO CAMPUS • T-SHIRTS AND BIUEAWAYS
BE APART OF UCF'S NEWEST TRADUION • TAIL BATE' PREBAME PAm AT THE STADIUM**

JUST FOR UCF FRESHMEN!

•

·--------------------------------------~-~
Rf;GISTRATION INFORMATION

ONLY FIRST 1,000 ARE ELIGIBLE
WHEN: SEPT.·11, 2004 UCF vs. WEST
VIRGINIA, 3 P.M. UNTll?

WHERE: MEET IN FRONT OF
THE UCF ARENA AT 3 P.M.

COST: ONlY $15 EACH!*

. HOMEADDRE~S---'-------------------------CAMPUS ADDRESS._- ' - -- -HOME PHONE._ _ _ _ __

-

-

-

-

- - - - - - - - - -- -- - -

CAMPUSPHONE._ _ _ _ _ _CELL PHONE._ _ _ __

EMAIL ADDRESS._ __ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

-:-----~

METHOD OF PAYMENT
CASH._ _ _ _ _CHECK._ ____,__ _
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO THE UCF ATHLETICS ASSOCIATION, INC.

·I

CONFIRMATION EMAILS WILL BE SENT OUT. MEET ON CAMPUS AT THE UCF ARENA NO LATER THAN
3:00 P.M. ON SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2004. PLEASE .RETURN COMPLETED FORM TO THE SPORTS MAR·
KETING OFFICE, WAYNE DENSCH BUILDING, ROOMS
130 G OR Hor P.O. BOX 16355, ORLANDO, FL 32816-3555
.
I
QUESTIONS? EMAIL gert@mail.ucf.edu. *No refunds. **No alcohoiconsumption will be allowed prior to or during the game.

~---------------~----------- ------------~
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Davis leaves game in second
quarter after rushing for 78 yards
FROM

·•

'•

81

which more than often turned
into incomplete passes.
Along with the young linemen, the Knights were undoubtedly affected by the absence of
O'Leary.
.
"Of course we want to win
the football game," Huxtable
said. "But it was our first time
going into the battle as a family,
minus one, our head football
coach. I think we learned a little
bit more about each other and
what we have to do from here.'.'
Despite his two _turnovers,
Moffett did make improvements
in his passing game from the
three games he started last sea.son. The true sophomore failed
to crack the 100-yard passing
mark in each of his 2003 appearances, but ended the game
against the Badgers with 177
}'ards in the air.
On the other side of the ball,
WtSconsin running back Anthony Davis dominated t'he first half
until an eye injury caused him to
miss the rest of the game. Davis
carried the ball 13 times for 78-

"•.. It was the first
time going into
the battle as a
family, minus
one, our head
football coach."
- DAVE HUXTABLE
UCF LINEBACKERS COACH

yards and the first Wisconsin
score of the game.
While Davis' first-quarter
touchdown was the only score
the Badgers needed, Wisconsin
quarterback John Stocco added
two more in the air and took one
into the end zone himself
UCF kicker Matt Pf<lter provided the only scores of the
garoe for the Knights, as he connected. on 51- and 33-yard field
goals. Senior tailback Alex
Haynes, who needed 630 yards
to se~ the UCF career rushing
record, tallied 56 yards on 21 carries. Luther Huggins led UCF

and WtSConsin receivers with 85
yards on five receptions.
Despite the turnovers and
mismatches on the lines, the
Knights did manage to keep pace
with the Badgers for most of the
first and second quarters. UCF
trailed Wisconsin by only a
touchdown until the final two
minutes of the second quarter,
when Wisconsin reeled off 10
points in less than a minute-anda-hal£
Said Huxtable: "We're a
young football team. We've got a
lot of things to learn yet, and
those are the things that we've
got to get back with these kids
now and show it to them on film
and make those corrections, and
we need to look at small wins.
Small wins before we look for
the big ones. And there were
some small wins today."
The Knights hope to return to
the field at 6 p.m. Saturday for
O'Leary's return to college football and the UCF home opener
. against No: 11-ranked West Vrrginia (1-0), but the threat of a
third hurricane in as many
weeks still lipgers.

12000 coneu1a1e wav

11651 Universttv Boulevard

401-211-1616

401-513-9000

• 123 Spacious Rooms

w/double Beds in
Most Rooms
• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily

11801 High Tech Avenue

401-243-6100

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• 105 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet
·

• Full Cable with Showtime
•Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p - 7:00p

• Limited Maid Service

• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

• Daily Housekeeping Service

• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant

• High Speed Internet Access

• High ·speed Internet Access

• Pet Friendly
•High Speed Internet-Access

Rockets blown out by No. 23 Gophers

.,

' ·•

81

for two touchdowns in the frrst only crossed midfield once, late
hal£
in the third quarter.
Quarterback Bryan Cupito
The KSU touchdown came
Falcons close at 14-10 halfway·.
thru the ~cond quarter. But the was a scorching lO-Of-12 for 279 late in the frrst ®If when lineSooners answered on the next yards and a score in his first backer Jack Williams picked off a
pass in the end zone and ran 100
possession as White hooked up career~
The Gopher defense held the yards for a touchdown, the
with wide receiver Mark Clayton for a 9-yard touchdown. Rocket attack in check. Running longest interception return in
That led to 23 unanswered OU back Trinity Dawson posted a . school history.
A couple of Hawkeyes makpaltry 27 yards on six carries, and
points.
The Falcons hung tough, the Minnesota defense extended ing their frrst start came up huge.
scoring 14 of the final 17 points in its streak to 15 games without Quarterback Drew Tate threw
allowing a 100-yard rusher.
for 136 yards and two touchthe fourth quarter.
Toledo's brightest moment downs before sitting out a majorcame in the first quarter when ity ·of the second half. Running
(23) Minnesota 63, Toledo 21
And it wasn't even that close. quarterback Bruce Gradkowski back Albert Young rushed for 82
At one point the Rockets were found a streaking Lance Moore yards and a score on 22 carries.
down 63-7 in the fourth qQarter for a 25-yard touchdown to even
Other MAC results
before scoring the game's final the score at seven.
Western Michigan:42,Tennessee-Martin:O
tw6 touchdowns against little
Ohio:42,VMl:14
(19) Iowa 39, Kent State 7
resistance.
Boston College: 19, Ball State:11
Playing
without
suspended
Minnesota finished with 704
Troy: 17,Marshall:15
yards of total offense as running quarterback Joshua Cribbs, the Penn State: 48,Akron: 10
backs Marion Barber III and Golden Flashes offense was held
-COMPllED BY MATI DUNAWAY
Laurence Moroney each rushed to no yards of total offense, and
FROM

WHERE-ISTROPICAL FORD?'
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9900 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TR.AIL
ORLANJ)O, FL 32837 ·

IN BEAUTIFUL SOUTH ORLANDO!

Watts leads volleyball despite loss to LSU
81

slightly off in the beginning," .
Colado said. "But I was sura double-double striking 10 kills _ prised at the uncharacteristic
errors by our outside hitters."
andlldigs.
Game two was a reply of
Game four was nip-and-tuck
until the halfway mark when game four of the LSU match.
LSU pulled away scoring two UCF kept the game close until
points to every UCF one. The the midway point whereas
Knights finished the match with game three went back and forth
17 service errors.
· with the Knights unable to
The afternoon didn't get any break over the top.
Four Owls tallied eight kills,
better as UCF committed five
attack errors in the first ten and Rice held a 12-5 advantage in
points against Rice. Game one the block department
'We had been running a 6-2
saw the Knights drop 17 attack
errors recording a -0.170 hitting in practice to kind of simulate
that sort of situation," Colado
percentage.
'We were expecting the tim- said. "I'm surprised at the way
ing with the middles to be we handled Rice:'
FROM

After a day off, UCF took
another crack against LSU on
Sunday afternoon at the Pete
Maravich Center.
The Knights got swept, and
couldn't contain Kuzmic who
slapped a team-high 11 kills and
controlled the front row with
seven blocks. ·
UCF heads to the BYu
Mizuno Classic next, where the
Knights will face Utah Valley
State, Memphis, and BYU.
"Obviously we need to work
on our percentage," Colado said.
"Hitting negative is never an
. option, and the middles need to
become more consistent with
timing and execution.;'

BIG DISCOllT~

UNIUEYAIEIBATES
MD 0% FINANCING!
CALI: USAT (407) 851-:3800.
OR CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT
WWW.TROPICAL FORD.COM

SGA Medieval March
to Penn State
UCF Football vs. Penn State
Sept. 18t'1 2004

• • ii,

FREE TRANSPORTATION

.FREE HOTEL

.FREE GAME TICKETS

You Can Be A Winner
for More Information Log On To•••

•sga.ucf.edu
)
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"We've gotten better running the ball, sustaining blocks and finishing
blocks. And obviously wh~n you get better offensively.running the ball,
, we get better defensively, because you get to see 1t every day."·

"They're exciting. You can put the ball in
their hands, hofd your breath, and they
can make some things happen."
-· OFFENSIVE COORDJNATORTIM SALEM

- COACH GEORGE O'LEARY·

ON UCF'S RECEIVERS
.

'
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UCF football

back.

Se~ior wide receiv~r Tavaris Capers'
. once again leads UCF fQotball's aeep
,roster of w,ide receivers: In 2003, ,
Capers led the Knig~ts in receiving
yards (585) and receptions (67) as
well as receiving touchdowns (7).
· Capers will ~e joined by fellow
senior Luther Huggins, junior ,
.. Brandon Marshall and redshirt
freshman Sergiori ioachim, who
emerged as a pleasant surprise
during summer practices.
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BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

PLAYERS TO WATCH
QB ;- #9 Steven Moffett·

Ahighly touted recruit out of Winter Park, the starting role belongs to Moffett for now.
He ttas seen his share of competition at the position in the preseason, but he has the
talent to become the next in a line of successful UCF quarterbacks. Moffett enters the
season'bigger and stronger and needs to take advantage of a talented group of
receivers and a deep backfield.

RB - #4 Alex Haynes

·

·

·.

Haynes nee,ds 630 yards to break the UCFcareer rushing record, but he'll face two
obstacles along the way: staying healthy and an inexperienced offensive line. Haynes
has received prai5e for a solid work ethic and training regimen in the offseason and is
adf!!ittedly in the best shape of his life.

WR - #5 Luther Huggins

SS - #24 Atari Bigby

Bigby led the Knights in tackfes in 2003, which is a statistic that is unorthodox for a
.safety. Bigby is the standout athlete on the UCF defense·and he is the type,of player
that can make bis teammates around him petter with his leadership.The Knights.need
to make sure that Bigby doesn't lead the team in tackles this year. The d.efensive line
will have to step up to make sure Bigby's day is easier.

.

WR'- #7 Tavaris Capers

Capers led the Knights in receiving last season, but the speedy and crafty senior didn't
have a chance to show the potential that he believes he has due to a re\olving door.of
quarterbacks. Capers will again lead a strong ·group of receivers and must maintain a '
lea~ership role on this young UCFteam.

.

·.

Huggins only had 26 receptions for 375 yards last season.but showed that he has
explosive speed on punt and kickoff returns. Along side Capers, Huggins must also step
up as a senior leader for the Knights. This tangem has the talent and ability to match
UCF's last duo of 1,000-yard receivers Doug Gabriel and Jimmy Fryzel.

LB - #22 Gerren Bray

.

·

,

~ray has shown strong work ethicand

talent to ea'rn the starting role at str9ngside
lirrebacker. Teaming op with middle·linebacker Stanford Rhule and Bigby, Bray helps
anchor a solid secondary for UCF.

r

WR - #81 Brandon Marshall

Brandon Marshall has the talent and size to become a dominating wide receiver, but
the choice is his if he wants to showcase that potential. Marshall had a breakout game
against Florida Atlantic last year but also faltered due to the team's quarterback'
·problems. ·

. "
\,'

PK-#36 Matt Prater

Prater emerged as one of the best punters in·the country last year with his unorthodox .
rugby punting style. Despite his success, George O'Leary has stripped Prater of the top
punting spot, but to his benefit. Prater has a strong, accurate leg and will help the
Knights with field goals now that he can concentrate s~lely on pl~ce kiEking.

. ·
. '·

.
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"We've got acouple of kids that haven't
started stiaving yet, and they're playing on
the offensive line."

"We're gonna have to really count on guys like Carrington, Nelson and
Jordan to provide some depth, make some plays for us, and hopefully
provide some leadership."
.

-TIM SALEM

- DEFENSIVE COORDINATOR LANCE THOMPSON
ON THE DEFENSIVE LINE

"I think that we'll get better with each week, and we have to
continue to recruit the right players. I think that ~oaching is a part
of the game, and I think that good players win big games. We have
to get more big time players here to get that don~."
- COACH GEORGE O'LEARY

SCHEDULE BREAKDOWN
Vs.WestVirginia:Sept 11-0rtando

with a 10-2 overall record and a 4-2 conference
Last season: West Virginia finished record
Key losses: Running back Michael Turner
2003 with an 8-5 overall record and 6-1 in
was one of the best in th~ nation last y~ and
the Big E.ast WVU defeated UCF 36-18.
Key losses: The Mountaineers lost now the Huskies will have to live without his
two key members of their defensive dominance. NIU will also miss standout
backfield withthe graduation of Lance receiver P.J. Fleck, who helped balance the
Frazier and Brian King. Frazier and offensive attack.
Returning studs: Qµarterback Josh Haldi
King combined for 11 interceptions
\wlhavehis hands full in repeating last season's
in2003.
Returning studs: Qµarterback glory. AJ. Harris will replace Turner in the
Rasheed.Marshall and tailback Kay- backfield and has enormous shoes to fill
UCF X-Factor: NIU is notorious for fielding
Jay Harris anchor an offense that
should put WVU hear the top of the solid offensive lines, so the Knights' defensive
Big East with the departure ofMiami line will have to swarm Harris and control the
Huskies' running game.
and Vrrginia tech.
UCF X-Factor: Again, the Knights
will need to contain WVU's Harris, Vs.Akron:Oct.16-0rtando '
Last season: The Zips finished 2003 with an·
but Atari Bigby and the rest ofthe UCF
secondary have a tough task of con- overall record of 7-5 and a MAC record of 5-3.
taining the Mountaineers' deep threat · Akron defeated UCF 38-24.
Key losses: The Zips lose running ba,ck
receivers.
Bobby Hendry, who had 981 yards, but Akron is
a passing team so the loss is almost negligible.
AtPenn State:Sept 18-University
Returning studs: Qµarterback Charlie Frye
Park,Pa.
Last season: Penn State finished returns for his senior season and very well
2003 with a3-9 overall record and 1-7 in could be the best signal caller·in the MAC as
well as a Reisman dark horse.
the Big Tell
UCFX-Factor:TheKnightswillhavetofind
Key losses: With as poorly as the Nittany Lions finished 2003, PSU might not a vvay to shut down Frye. Akron will pass the
miss anyone as much as they'll welcome ball frequently and the UCF comers and
safeties will have to be sharp and create same
any changes to the lineup.
Returning studs: '.Zack Mills returns for turnovers.
his final season as quarterback for the Lions.
Mills will need to bounce back from the AtMiamiofOhio:Oct.23-0xford,Ohio
Last season: The Redhawks dominated
u,ncbaract;eristically poor season for Joe Paternds Lions.·Mills will have senior receiver Ger- their 2003 schedule and finished as the MAC
ald Smith's speed and height to help with the champions with a 13-1 overall record and a perpassing game, but is accompanied by a young, . feet 8-0 conference record Miami slaughtered
UCF56-21
inexperienced tailback in Austin Scott
Key losses: Two words: Ben Roethlisberger.
UCF X-Factor: The Knights need to take
advantage of Penn State's poor recruiting over His early departure for the NFL leaves Miami
the past few years. The Lions lack depth at a with a question mark on the passing game.
Returning studs: Wide receiver Martin
number of positions, as do the Knights. However this game could be the Knights' best Nance was arguablY, the best in the MAC last
season with 1.498 yards in the air and 90 recepchance at an upset this seaso11
tions. Qwtrterback Josh Betts has his work tut
out for him in repeating last seasons success
At Buffalo: Oct 2- Buffalo, N.Y. ·
Last season: Buffalo finished with a 1-11 over- but Nance could make his job very easy. Tail.allrecordandal-7MAC record The Bulls were back Mike Smith is a huge goal line threat as
dubbed the worst team in college football by well
UCF X-Factor: The entire Knights' defense
·ESPN. The Knights barely squeaked by Buffawill need to be awake for this game a5 Miami
lo 19-10.
Key losses: Fortunately for UCF, there will have a balanced attack between Betts and
aren't many differences in Buffalo's roster Smith. There is a weakness for Miami, though
as Betts' inexperience and expectations could
from last seaso11
Returning studs: Junior tailbacks Dave haunt a MAC championship repeat
Dawson and Aaron Leeper were the majority of Buffalo's offense, and they'll certainly be AtMarshall:Oct.30-Huntington,W.Va.
Last season: Marshall finished with an &4
the core of the unit agpin. The duo could be .
borderline dangerous if Buffalo's offensive overall record and second in the MAC East
with a 6-1 conference record Marshall defeated
line can get its act together.
UCF X-Factor: This gameshould be a UCF 21-7.
Key losses: Darius.Watts was the gem of
gimme for the Knights, and the defensive
backs should have no problem grabbing Marshall's receiving corps, and now he is a
some interception1 from incumbent Buffalo Denver Bronco.
Returning studs: Marshall should be back to
quarterback P.J. Pistorik.
dominating the MAC as long as quarterback
Stan Hill can avoid any injuries. The senior
Vs. Northern Illinois: Oct. 9-0rlando
Last season: The Huskies closed 2003 passer could be the best in the MAC besides

Akron's Frye. Senior running back F.arl Charles

bas the opportunity to take over this team on
offense and give the Herd a new attack.
UCF X-Factor: Hill is. a dangerous passer
and Marshall has a reputation for nasty wide
receivers like Watts and Randy Moss. Again,
this game will be decided in the all; but the real
task lies in taking control ofthe clock with Alex
Haynes.

LAST SEASON
RESULTS
3-90VERALL
2-6MAC

6AME BY GAME
At Va.Tech
Florida Atlantic
At Syracuse
At Kent State
Buffalo
At Ohio
At Akron
Central Michigan
At West Virginia
At Eastern Michigan
Marshall
Miami (OH)

l ,49-28
W, 33-29
l , 38-14
l, 36-16
W, 19-1O
l, 28-0
l ,38-24
W,31-13
l,36-18
L, 19-13
l,21-7
L,56-21

2003 LEADERS
Offense
Passing

R. Schneider,
194-2811,949Yards
13TD15 Int

Rushing

A.Haynes,
183 Att.
832 Yards
STD

Receiving

T.Capers,
67 Rec.
585 Yards
7.TD .

·

Vs.Ohio:Nov6-0rlando
Last season: Ohio finished the 2003 campaign with a 2-10 overall record and only one
win in MAC play: a 28--0 trouncing ofUCE
Key losses: Fred Ray was a multi-threat at
quarterback with good talent in rushing and
passing. Unfortunately for Ray; Ohio's offensive
line couldn't give him the time he needed to
create plays.
Returning studs: Qµarterback Ryan Hawk
and running back Brad Young could help this
team emerge from the MAC East celliu; but it
will be a daunting task.'
.
UCF X-Factor: The Knights need "to
approach this game with one thing on their collectiv~ mind: revenge for a humiliating shutout
at home. Moffett and his receivers should have
plenty of time leading up to this game to have
timing and plays down arid tear apart Ohio's
. lackluster defense.

At Ball State: Nov.13 - Muncie, Ind.

Defense
Interceptions
Tackles

A. Bigby, 113

Sacks
Forced Fumbl.es

A.Poe, 16
P. Sands, A. Poe 2

Blocked Kicks

P.Sands,2

FINAL

2003NCAA

Last season: The Cardinals went 4-8 overall
and finished with a 3-5 MAC record
Key losses: Talmadge Hill left BSU as one of
the school's most prolific passers, but even his
talent couldn't help the Cardinals escape medi..:
ocrity last year.
Returning studs: Dante Ridgeway returns as
the Cardinals' leading receiver from last se<:!SQn
as he racked up 1.075yardsand10 touchdowns
in 2003. Tailback Scott Blair isn't exactly worthy
of stud status, but he was the team's leading
rusher in 2003.
UCF X-Factor: Ball State is a talent-depleted
team and UCF should be able to take the Cardinals down if the offense just controls the
clock with the run and finds a few quick touchdowns early in the game.

CHART

Vs. Kent State: Nov. 20-0r1ando

OFFENSE

Last season: The Golden Flashes finished
2003 with a 5-7 overall record and 4-2 record in
the MAC. Kent defeated UCF 36-16.
Key losses: Elijah Brooks was the Flashes'
starting tailback last season, but he failed to
even crack 500 yards on the ground
Returning studs: Josh Cribbs is probably the
most all-around talented in the MAC as he
killed opponents on the ground and in the air
last seaso11 Cribbs totaled 2,424 'yards in the air
and.% 5 yards on the ground with 28 combined
· touchdowns. Returning with Cribbs is Darrell
Dowery, Jr., Kent State's leading receiver.
UCFX-Factor:UCFwillhavetobewearyof
Cribbs' ability to confuse opposing defenses.
Cribbs is a crafty quarterback with big-play
ability, and the Knights' defensive line and secondary will n~ to shut him down and take
advantage of a mediocre Kent ground game.

P.Sands,2

RANKINGS

(out of 117 teams)
Total Offense •.••. .•.••.• .. •..101
Scoring Offense •. .•..••...•...102
Rushing Offense .. .. . .. •...• ..110 .
Passing Offense .... . . .•.. ... . .53
Total Defense ......•....... ...80
Scoring Defense ....... .. .... . .89
Turnovers ... ....... ..... ... .117

DEPTH

QB - #9 Steven Moffett,
#12 Brandon Sumner
RB - #4 Alex Haynes,
#20 Dontavius Wilcox
WR - #7 Tavaris Capers, #5
Luther Huggins, #81 Brandon
Marshall, #88 Sergiori Joachim
LG - #55 Adam Butcher
C-. #53 Cedric Gagne-Marcoux
RG .:_ #67 Dan Veenstra
RT - #66 Sean Gilhuly
·TE - #84 Darcy Johnson
FB - #34 Evandall Williams
P- #17 Aaron Home
PK - #36 Matt Prater

DEFENSE
DE - #86 Trenton Jordan
T- #98 Frisner Nelson
T- #92 Dennis King
DE - #95 Paul Carrington
CB - #3 Rove! Hamilton
CB - #26 Ron Ellis
SS - #24 Atari Bigby
FS - #29 Peter Sands
WLB - #46 Tywin Kalandyk
MLB - #18 Stanford Rhule
SLB - #22 Gemn Bray

"People knew that I was atarget out there. Maybe some
people said they were going to try and take the running
game away and make us throw the ball to win."

"Stanford's really been a pleasant surprise for us. Ever since
we've been here he's really done everything we've asked him to
do; on the field, in the classroom and in the weight room."

ENTS

- LANCE THOMPSON ON STANFORD RHULE

CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300
325
350

Help Wanted: General
HelpWanted:Part-Time
Help Wanted: Full·Tnne
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments

375 For Sale: Pets

Roommates

Sublease
For Sale:General
For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: Homes

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: ( 407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

400 Services
500 Events
525 Events: Greek Life
550 Events: UCF

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

600 Travel
700 Worship

3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

800 Miscellaneous

900 Wanted
999 Lost & Found

AD RATES

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check, Mastercard ·
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

(eutnf 31oriba 3'1rtllrt

Seminole Chronicle

UCF's award-winning newspaper
publlshed twice-weekly.

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

·Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle
• Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
• Economic way to be placed In up to 40,000 weekly issues
•Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

•

100
Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1·800·965·6520 ext 107.

EARN CASH SHOPPING!
Seeking MY.stery Shoppers to evaluate
local businesses. Flexible work schedule.
Perfect for students!
(800) 417-6416

Attractive, thin females who smoke daily
or weekly needed for confidential phone
interview. Selected callers earn $40.
Leave name and number, your call will
be returned ASAP. 661-255-3940.

University Cats open Cheerleading Team
needs girls and guys (18 and up) with
co-ed cheerieading exp. For more info.
call 407-679-6620 or e-mail
opencheerteam@bellsouth.net

Nite Out

Kid~s

EGG DONORS NEEDED: $3000
MINIMUM COMPENSATION
Healthy, nonsmoking, attractive females.
21 - 30 years old. Must be height/weight
proportionate.
· Info is confidential
www.openarmsconsultants.com
941 377 3978
Handyman/house cleaners needed,
$12/hr+, must have great
presentation/customer relation skills,
reliable transportation, work Orlando
area, good work ethic, some experience
preferred, must be dependable! Visit
www.houseboysinc.com & call
407-774-2697.
Person needed for Pedi Cab driller.
Make up your own hours.
Dqwntown area. Must be 18 or older.
407-538-6136.

Now hiring professional caregivers, who
love children and need flexible hours.
Call 407-828-0920 x 0 for interview.

INTERNET REAL ESTATE AGENT
New Business Medell Work from home
or our offices. Training & License while at
current job/school. Send blank e mail to: realestate-ucf@findfreedom.com

COMING ·SOON

clu6 <Tr(s
=
'UPSC.'AL'E .L..'AS 'V'E<;j..'AS STy.L';E .LO'UN(j'E

:N'"OW ~I~I1"'TG-

.
BARTENDERS
DANCERS

+
+

COCKTAIL WAITRESS
DJ'S

+

+

ENTERTAINE~S

SECURITY

+

+

BAR BACKS

VIDEO PRODUCERS

Coll 407-273-CLUB or log on to apply @

~~@@~AllT!.ll,!!i.J!.c.=!!

GRAND OPENING PARTY
FRIDAY OCTOBER lST
12253 UNIVERSITY BLVD. ORLANDO, FL 32817
ACROSS FROM UCF IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPE

Busy Warehouse work. Must be able to
lift 501bs. Need someone who can work
hard and pay attention to details. Must
be well spoken and can help customers.
Sat 10-5:30, Sun 12-5. Can work around
school on weekdays. Drug test and
background check. Call 407-896·7252 •
Conector Position open in the KGI
Collection Dept. Requirements:
1 year Collection Experience
1 Timeshare Experience
Able to work Flexible hours- 2 nights a
week and Saturdays. Benefits: Hourly
Rate, Monthly Bonus & Weekly Spiff.
Call 407-658-9730 Ext. 11
Fax# 407-275-0431

· Studio U
A NEW Creative Entertainment
Experience is coming to Central Florida!
We are looking for a creative, energetic
and artistic team of individuals that have
practical and/or retail experience in:
The arts of decorating
Jewelry making/crafting
Computer graphics
Coffee houses/wine bars.
We are building our GRAND OPENING
team todayl PT positions available:
Sales/Design Artisan
Cafe Artisan
Digital Artisan
Please forward resume electronically to :
tracy@studioullc.com or mail to
Hiring Manager
1632 Oriole Avenue
Orlando, FL 32803
Babysitter for 3 elementary school girls,
Winter Park, after-school. M-F 2:30-5:30.
Must love children & have own car wl
good driver's rec. Please call Barbie at
407-629-2516 (night)/407-679-9004 (day)
Get Paid for Your Opinions!
Earn $15 • $125 and
more per survey!
www.paldonlinesurveys.com.
Stable Hand PT/FT. Horse experience
necessary. Duties include stall cleaning,
feeding, watering turn out, possible care
grooming of show horses at barn or ·
shows. Flexible hours, good pay,
convenient location. Contact
Lindsay Alvarado 407-489-7657.

r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ·,•
• Wanted Drivers, for pizza delivery,

I

2 nights. a week. Call 407-737-7775. I
Ask for Gordon. Fratello's Pizza,
j
•
next to Big Lots.
•

j

L·-·-·- · -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~

Looking for someone who enjoys
working outside! PIT help for a fun, small
landscaping business. Dependable
transportation necessary! Flex hrs. M-F
Pay $7-10/hr depending on exp. Call Tim
at 321-228-2292 for more information.
REAL ESTATE INTERNSHIP - Get your
real estate license and sales training
while in schooll Accelerated licensing
program available. For Info and Details
Call 24 hour recorded line at
1 (888) 216-6032 ID# 4680

"

Top Grade Tutoring - Wanted!
Certified teachers & tutors with
experience, in-home, must have reliable
transportation. Competitive payl
Ca,11 Daniel 407-427-0067

Now Hiring PIT sales/cashier
and line worker. Must work some
we'e kday mornings, will work around •
school schedule, salary +
•
commission. Magic Suds Car Wash
7050 Aloma Ave. ·winter Park.
407-681-9274. Apply within.
Baby Sitter Needed for 20 month old
boy. Own transportation to Waterford
Lakes Area, 5:15 pm-9:15pm Wed.
9:40ain-11 :40am Fri.. $6.50/hr neg.
Contact: 863-698-5138 or 407-282-777.4:

Political Campaign Work!Customer Service Reps PIT
No exp. necessary but always a plus. ,
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type '
@ ample speed. Located near Orlando:
Intl. Afrport. Flexible Schedule + great
pay. AM/PM positions available. Call _
Brandon@ 407-243-6150 EXT 2106
or e-mail @ bbrady@gosafco.com . •

Mobilize voters in massive voter
education and Get-Out-The-Vote
operation this upcoming election. $8/hr,
Part-time jobs/internships available for
largest grassroots organization working
for Progressive Change. America
Coming Together 407-856-3600;
www.americacomingtogether.com

-<>

s 100 siglt on bonusl
•
•
•
•

flexible sthedules
guaranteed salaries
paid training_
·
weekly paytlletks

You make your own schedule
day or night with hourly bonuses
and commissions. No exp. is
necessary, we'll get you up and •
running with confidence. We
offer great opportunities for
moonlighters and students.
· Bilinguals a plus.

Asian Indian Egg Donors Needed
Immediately
$5000 minimum compensation
For healthy, fit, nonsmoking felllales
between 21-29. Visit:
www.openarmsconsultants.com or call
941 377 3978

..
~·

,.,

Call now and set up an
immediate interview @
Orlando 407-243-9400 or _
UCF Area 407-673-9700 .

FREE LIMO RIDES WITH THE VIP PARTY PASS
FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT

N"OW ~I:B.IN"GSTREET TEAMS •

SALES TEAMS •

PARTY GIRLS

$1000 CASH BONUSES - apply online for more information!
12263 UNIVERSITY BLVD. ORLANDO, FL 32817

A: They both

donate .plasma at
Opportunity To Participate
In A Clinical Re~earch Study To Evaluate An
lovestigational Vaccine.
• 18 to 45 years of age
• Not taking any
medications
• 12 outpatient visits
over 32 weeks
· Compensation up to $570-.00 for time & travel
Call today for more information:

( 407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinlcal Research Center
5055 S. Orange Avenue - Orlando - FL 32809
www.ocrc.net
'

.

~

DCI Biologica.ls
Orlando!

\

*Of course, J-Lo doesn't live in Orlando ·and Jim Morrison is
dead, but we really do have donors with these names:

Earn $1.80/month donating
your life-saving plasma.
DCI Biologicals Orlando .
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite .soo
{Across the street from Racetrac)

.·321-235-9100

....

'•
•

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
·
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
1Call 407-628-3844.

1 BR avaiJable in a 412 2 car house 1 mi.
from UCF. W/D, Big common area,
screened patio. Very quiet neighborhood,
low utility cost! $375/mo. + 1/4 util.
'
Call 407-625-0238

YARD WORK: mowing, trimming,
weeding, general upkeep. Downtown
Orlando private residence. $10 an hour.
Approximately 12 hours per month.
Homeowner has all necessary tools.
Experience preferred. Call 407-898-8082.

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
11nd apts. for rent. $595 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

Real Estate office needs detailed person
with excellent communication and
computer skills for fast paced office.
Flexible hours. Fax resume to
407-447-6553

,...
•.

•

0

0

0

Help Wanied PIT
3 Afternoons and Saturdays.
Retail experience required ,
Dance experience preferred.
Call 407-366-4585

.

Less than 10 mins. away from UCF
$275/mo.1 rm avail. plus util. for F to
share with females in. 4/2 home. Clean,
quiet, W/D, furnished. No Smoking, no
pets please. Call 407-319-3751.

I
I
.

L--·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ·~·-·- ·.I

Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet.
Room w/other students. $500/mo.
all util. Incl. 954-816-3127.

•

2 rms avail for females in spacious 4/2.5
hquse. $460/mo all included + internet &
cable. Only 5 miles from UCF. Contact
Maritza 954-290-3564 -or- email
ucfnews4me@yahoo.com

•

1' room in 312 house avall. 5 min.
from UCF. No pets. Furnished. Rent
incls. util. phone, DSL, satellite, W/D,
and alarm system. Available
immediately. Call 407-282-6250.
Female student seeking 2 females to
share a new 3/2 town home in Ashford
Park. $475/all util. included.
Contact 321 -302-1528

•

Nonsmoking male wanted forbrand new
3/2 house close to UCF. Fully furnished
except bedroom ('14 x11 ). $425/mo. +
1/3 util. Community pool,' flex. lease.
Avail. now. Call 407-719-4420
·

Adm. Assistant I Receptionist
: •For fast growing company located in
· : Clermont, FL. Strong Adm I Sales I
' • Computer I Communication Skills.
Fax resume to 407-905-9173.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED!!
~ Make Up to $300 Per Shift! No Previous
E:xperience Required. Flexible Schedules
Avi;iilable. FUN and UPBEAT
;Environment. Call Now 1-800-714-4060

UCF Area I Oviedo, 3/2, Like new home,
; 2 car garage, WID , 1500 sq.ft, fenced
•yard, lawn care incl, avail. immediately,
po pets, $1275/mo + dep. 321-277-6102.
312 with 2 car garage. 2 properties
available. 1 mi. from UCF. Students
· welcome. Call 407-948-8409.

View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

.

Seeking roommate for 3/2.5 house on
Dean & University, 2 car garage, storage
beautiful backyard, W/D, $410 all util.,
cable, high-speed internet included.
Contact Andy@ 407-399-1615

Windows ME, CD burner, Epson
printer. All startup disks and books
included. 112 MB, 32 bit memory,
$250. Call 407-492-2741

Roommates Needed!I
Brand new house 1/2 mile from UCF.
4 bedroom 2 bath, W/D, dishwasher,
cable TV in every room, high-speed
wireless Internet, furnished living
room, full kitchen. This and all
utilities for just $500/mol Call James
at 561-762-8986 or
SoutoEBX@aol.com

1988 Plymouth Reliant - cold A/C, very
clean & dependable. V/MC accepteq,
$700. Call Dannielle at 407-797-1579

Master bedroon:i w/ private bathroom
Walk in closet. 2/2, top floor, furn apt.
Pool, jacuzzi, racquet ball, gym, gated
comm $338/mo.+1/2 util. 5 min from UCF
mattdeshpande@hotmail.com
1 room avail. in 3/2 home 8 mins. from
UCF. Clean, Quiet female roommates
wanted. Rent. incl. ALL util. + ethernet.
$425 a month. Furn. avail. if needed.
Avail. ASAP. Call 407-277-0259.
F wanted in 4/2 Beautiful New House
Huge bedroom, W/D, Ethernet, Gym,
Pool, Sec Sys, all utilities incl. $525/mo.
10 mins from UCF - 1 semester or 1 yr.
Lease avail Call Katie: 561.-596-1205

M/F needed for a 3/2 house. 2 miles
from UCF/Oviedo. Incl. W/D & full
kitchen. Incl. utils. & high speed internet.
Furn except bedroom. No pets. $450/mo.
407-929-6598 'or branks99@yahoo.com.

,

Couch For Sale: Couch and Love Seat
with Ottoman. Great condition,
only 2 years old. $200 obo.
Call Kevin at (407) 619-6367.

.,

..

•

2 BR/2 BA available in luxury condo 1/2
mile from UCF. $1050/mo.
Fully Furnished !
Call Ana 407-281-3708.
Available September!

3 bed/2 bath spacious home In
Ovledo/Alafaya Woods.
Call 321-297-1163

Roommate to share clean, private Winter
Park home, 20 minutes from UCF.
$495/month includes. 2 bedrooms wilh
private bath, utilities, garage, ·
washer/dryer, lawn care services. No
pets. Available now. Call 407-869-8160. ·

LOOK
2 rooms avail. in a large house close
to UCF. Includes in-ground pool,
WID, full kitchen. $350/mo. + split
util. Call 407-619-5642

,..·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·,
· Large 5 BR home. Looking for 4th ·
I

.roommate. 5 Mins. from UCF. Incl.
I
j cable, hi-speed Internet, W/D, large j
j yard. $500/mo incl. utilities. F or Grad j
• students preferred. Call 407-359-0090 •

L. . .

•

·-·-·..I

1 room avail at Pegasus Pointe for M.
Rent includes uiil. phone, power, water,
cable, hi-speed internet, and all day UCF
shuttle. Very nice place & atmosphere,
will pay for move-in fee & •1/2 1st mo.
rent. Call Eric 407-902-8048.

r·-·-·~·-·-·1
I

•

!
I

•

L.

1st Month Free Rent!
$495/month 1 out of 4 bedroom
apt. Private bathroom! Utilities
included! Across from UCF. No
move-in fees. Call 407-687-3316

...I

· 3 leases avail. In Pegasus Land.
2·>$480, 1·>$490/month all
included. lmmed. avail. f only, for
more info call Leticia 407-362-4323,
Lellani 850-829-1403

2001 Gateway Computer

$500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $5001 For info and listings
800-747-9319 ext. V502.
'99 Honda Accord VX V6, 4 door, black,
tinted windows. Loaded: leather, pwr.
windows/locks, XM Radio, CD player,
· sunroof, alarm, Perfect,Condition $.11,900. Well maintained, all records.
Call 407-467-5036

!". "FC ;;;~;;;ciii;;ci~tiiid ~;;.~"P~oTe~;~,;,· "!

!

has openings for children. Free
I
registration , state certified, affordable
rates.flex schedule. Over 20 yrs. exp.Contact Ann @ 407-384-5908 or
.
407-325-3252

1994 Chevrolet Lumina, reliable, cold
AIC, CD Player, V/MC accepted, $1695.
Call Dannielle at 407-797-1579

L·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ·-·..I
Considering adoption? We can help.
Loving families hope to adopt.
All calls taken by a birth mom.
1-877-877-3459 ask for Coley.
www.2kindsoflove.com

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools, ·
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or· a full term rate.
Call Harel (407) 399-5910.

18" Touring rims & tires. Virtually newI
$700 OBO. Call 321-231-2441
1996 Saturn SL-1 , cold A/C, new tires, ·
automatic transmission. Runs and drives
very well. $1800 V/MC accepted.
Call Dannielle at 407-797-1579

Want to build EQUITY instead of paying
rent every month?
Looking for a house to buy ?
Let me help you find the right house at
no charge! Please Call Nancy at EXIT
Realty (407)765-6127 or
nancyexitrealty@yahoo.com

UCF Butokukan Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense. Co-Ed
Beginner's classes now forming ...
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY .
Classes are M 8-10PM & W 7-9PM in
Ed Bldg. Rm 174A. For more info call
Kyle at 407-227-7511 or see
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ams
Open House, Wed 9/1 &
·
Wed 9/8 @ 8PM

Get a Better Job!
A Better Resume will make you
look marvelous to that employer
Ask about student discounts
Call 321-239-6162
www.abetterresume.info

ACADEMIC TUTORING
LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?
TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
.......WWW.BUYTVSNOW.COM**••••••

Furniture Sale
W/D ($200 ea. barely used), desk ($50),
entertainment center ($50), kitchen table
set ($50), chair ($100}. Contact Jen at
407-695-3668 or 352-514-1427.

Dateless and Need a Date?
Seeking Single
Central Florida Women
For Dating I Modeling Opportunities
http://www.imdateless.com

Old Cell Phones
UCF Victim Services is collecting used
cell phones. Phones can be dropped off
at TR 533, on Libra Dr. Drop off hours
are 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday - Friday.
For more information call 407-823-4502.

Subleaser needed. Pegasus Pointe.
1 bedroom in 4/2. Down payment and
First 2 months paid!!I $455/mo. all util.
incl. Call 904-996-8756.
OVER $1000 in FREE RENT!
1/1 in 4/4 available at Pegasus Landing,
completely furn & no move-in fees.
Call Lauren at 216-280-8995 or e mail
laur1828@aol.com. Avail Now!

Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.

To all UCF Fraternities:
We wish you
the best of luck
with recruitment!
From, the Ladies of Kappa Delta

In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT,
GAE, etc. In home services avail.
Call Dr. Greer @ 407-366-2650
or e-mail drgreer@lbgtutor.org.

To the Gentlemen of Sigma Chi ;
Best of luck with recruitment!
Can't wait for Homecoming 2004!
Love, the Ladies of Kappa Delta

Top Grade Tutoring
Tutors available in ALL math, science,
English & foreign language courses.
Single sessions and group rates
available. Contact 407-427-0067.

Searching for contestants for the
Collegiate Miss of Florida Pageant.
Win scholarships and more! To
enter, go to www.GalaOuest.com

Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com

Found - Cocker Spaniel
on Dean between Colonial and Lake
Underhill. 407-208-1688
LOST - Diamond pendant with great
sent imental value, Lost in the area of
Victoria Place apts, UCF, Waterford
Lakes, or Colonial Mall. Substantial
reward. 203-261-5733 or 203-257-2470
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The crossword will return Thursday

You owe it to yourself and .
your family to attend one of our
Priority Selecti~n Events .
Westyn Bay, located near Lake Apopka in O coee,
introduces The Townhomes At Westyn Bay.
The Priority Selection Event is scheduled for
~ovember 15 & 14, 2004.0 t
From The $160's To Low $200's.
Savannah Landings is located in East Orlando and
offers townhomes with deluxe feature~, resort-style
amenities, and spacious floorplans. The Priority
Selection Event is scheduled for October 2 - 4, 2004.~
From The $160's To Mid $200's. ·
Savannah Pines, ~ocated just one-half mile east of
Savannah Landings, offers townhomes in a picturesque
setting with a lushly landscaped pond. The Priority
Selection Event is scheduled for October 2 - 4, 2004.~
From The $140's To Low $200's.
Victoria Landings, located in East Orlando,
offers secure single-family homes in a beautiful
· setting with great resort-style amenities ,a nd a choice
of five spacious floorplans. The Priority Selection
Event is scheduled for October 16 & 17, 2004.-:;t
From The Low $200's To Low $500's.
Victoria Pines, located just one-quarter ~ile
north of Victoria Landings, offers luxury
townhome condominium residences in a secure
community with resort-style amenities.
The Priority Selection Event is scheduled for
O~tober 16 & 17, 2004.M
From The $140's To ~w $200's.

~

t investor restrictions will apply.

TRANSEASTERN

~~~~-!1~
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All pricing and premium homesites are subject to cha nge without notice.These pnces
will increase after the 1irst release to offset increasing labor and building supply costs
for future building starts. T his advertisement is not an offer to residents of NJ, CT, HI, ID,
I[,, 0 R, NY or any other ju1isdiction where prohibited, unless the property has been registered
or exemptions arc avail~ble. 0 AU events subject to postponement and/or cnnceUation. Make
travel arrangements at your own risk

.
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Visit one of our retail stores at:

Limited-tirl)e offer. Other conditions and restrictions apply. See contract and rate plan brochure for details. Up to $36

Oviedo: 8085 Red Bug Lake .Rd • 407-359-3630
Waterford Lakes: 770 Alafaya Tr• 407-737-3738

coverage map at stores for details. Early termination fee: $240 prorated over the length of the service agreement.

activation fee applies.

Phone price and availability may vary by market. Coverage is not available in all areas. See

Independent agents may impose additional equipment-related charges. Mobile to Mobile minutes available when both
customers are on Cingular network within locai'calling area.Rollover Minutes: Unused anytime minutes expire after 12
months. Night and Weekend and Mobile to Mobile Minutes do not roll over. MOTOROLA and the Styliz,ed M Logo are
registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. ©2004 Cingular Wireless LLC.
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. Jet Li storms into theaters with
.a tho.uglitful actionflick. What?! ·
Weird Al's coming .
to freak us out .
·

---- ... -·· · ·-
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Heather Friedman
rocks our socks
'

-·PAGE 9

· Alcohol without
· liqui4 really sucks

HAPPENINGS
-

..

·1

•

•

_Break Out the
accordions,
here comes Al
The parody and polka king.
brings mirth to ~Or~do
JOE ANDERSON
Staff Writer

/ You know him, you've heard his songs,
you might possibly think he's the most
annoying entertainer_on the planet. But
like it or not, Weird Al Yankovic is coming
Sunday to Orlando for a concert at the
House of Blues.
With ll albums and
3 Grammy awards to
his name, Weird Al has
been putting out paro- Poodle Hat Tour
dy albums for more
than 20 years. From Wh
his first album, 1983's
en: 6:30
WeirdAl Yankovic, feap.m. Sunday turing "Ricky," "My Where: House
Bologna," and '~other One Rides the Bus,"
of Blues
to his newest release, a ·Price: $27 .50 to
2003 venture titled
$29.50
Poodle Hat, Weird Al
has always been the
man with his finger on
the pulse of pop culture -Americana On
his latest album, Weird Al parodies several artists, including Eminem, Nelly, The
Backstreet Boys and even Billy Joel in a
song called "Ode to a Super Hero." The
song is about the plight of super heroes,
set to the music of ''Piano Man."
While most critics downplay Weird
Al's talents as an artist, saying anyone can
take someon~ else's music and write new
lyrics over it, Weird Al is quick to point ~
out that not all the songs on his·albumS are
parodies. In fact, about half of the songs in
Weird Al's catalogue are original compositions by Al himself.

WEI RD AL

· Not only does Weird Al write his own Jon "Bermuda" Schwartz, Weird Al is able last thing that's different about a Weird Al
songs, he alSo plays accordion on virtually to recreate any song from any genre with concert is the audie~ce. From old timer
..,
Pac-Man Atari geeks to less-than-sober
all hiS tracks. Forced to take accordion les- almost scary precision.
A Weird Al concert is like no other · college students to prepubescent
sons by his parents at about .age 7, Weird
Al has become very proficie!lt on the odd· concert you have ever seen. For starters, teenagers who have never seen a concert
sounding and increasingly rare instru- his ·o pening act is usually a comedian or before, everyone in the audience of a
ment For proof: check out the accordion - SQme sort of vaudevillian. act Something Weird Al show looks like they belong in
solo on "Syndicated, Inc.'' from the 1996 along the lines of a fire-eater or a sword the audience of a Weird Al show.
·
So for all of you out there looking for
release Bad Hair Day. The song is a paro- swallower.
Secondly, there is a longer-than-normal something to do on Sunday night, head
dy of Soul Asylum's hit'~ry."
Backed by very cdnip~ent musicians - break between songs because Al has to . out to the House of Blues and check out
Steve Jay, Ruben Valtierra, frin West and ,leave the stage. to change costumes. The the funhlest concert you Win ever see.
-~
...:. . t." ~--....
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The indie is the Thursday arts and entertainment section of the Central Florida
Future, the free independent auiipus newspaper of the University of Central
E.orida. Opinions in the indie are those of the individual columnist only and.not
nec.es;arily those of the editorial. staff. All-content is property of the indie and
may not be reprinted in part or in whole without pennisfilonJrom the publisher.
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Who would have thought advertis-

the office, demanding to work.
Hopefully they'll stick around; they
turned out some good st6ft: I look forJohn Thomason as bait (remember
ward to seeing more, and I hope you
the '·W m.a date with John Thomado too. They're not working fot much,
son?" contest? We had maybe five
so if you liked what they wrote and
entries. And that was about as sexy as you know who they are, tell them.
-we get).
We still don't mind new faces. If
At any rate, we have a bevy of new . · you want in e-mail editor@tlJeindie.
writers thanks to the sexy plain-text
com
-ad we ran last week. They stormed
- BRANDON HARDIN

ing without sex would actually work?
Maybe we just shouldn't use editor
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HAPPENINGS
CALENDER

CAMPUS
Seaetary Hood
election discussion
Sept. 2, 12 p.m. to 2 p.m.~ free
Student Union, Key West. Room 21 BcD
407-823-4295

How to be a Working Actor
Sept.2, 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m., free
UCFTheatre
407-823.-0871

Free Trade in the America
Sept. 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., free
Student Union Cape Florida Room.316
407-823-0935

Legacy of the Spirit lecture

.Football viewing &
box lunch party

Casiopeia, Yip Yip, Another
Hindenburg (electronic)

Sept.4, 11 a.m.to4p.m.,$15

Sept. 2, 7 p.m., $5

Reservations required
Teaching academy
407-823-2465

Will's Pub, 1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

James Weldon Johnson Lecture
Series
Sept. 7, 10:30 a.m. to 11 :45 a.m., free
Student Union Key West. Room 218(
407-823-0026

Comedian Megan Mooney
Sept. 7, 8 p.m., free
Student Union - Wackadoo's
407-8i3-6471

Sept.3, 11 a.m. to 12 p.m., free

Film and Forum

UCF Library
407-823-2576

Sept. 8, 7 p.m. to 11 p.m., free

I love the '90s Shabbat
Sept. 3, 7 p.m., free
UCF Academic Village Hercules Activity Center
407-362-3317

Student Union Cape Florida Room 316CD
407-823-6471

SHOWS
Hanson, Ingram Hill, Michael
Tolcher (pop)
Sept. 2, 6:30 p.m., $1950-$22.SO

SGA football viewing party
Sept.4, 10 a.m., free cover with UCF ID
Pounder's
10028 University Blvd.
407-823-6356

House of Blues, Downtown Disney West. Side
407-934--2483

Down to Earth Approach, The ·
New Transit Direction (rock)
Sept. 2, 5:30 p.m., $8
Screamers, 360 State Lane
407-2#-0299

Staring Contest, Music Versus the
.Heart, Second Track, The Finals
(rock) ·
Sept. 2, 10 p.m., $5
Screamers, 360 State tane
407-244--0299

Pop Suicide (rock)
Sept.2, 7 p:-m., free
Alpha Bar, 102 N. Orange Ave.
407-841-6544

OZZfest (Black Sabbath, Judas
Priest, Slayer, Slipknot,
Hatebreed, etc)
·
Sept. 2, 9 a.m., $49.75-$75.75
Ford Amphitheater at the Florida Fairgrounds

813-74o-2446

PLEASE SEE

CALENDAR _ON i4

Want a cheap drink? Or l 0% off your order
of wings? The Orlando CityBeat VIP Card
hooks you up. Sign up today at
OrlandoCityBeat .com/VIP or at any Orlando
CifyBeat event. Ws Free! Present your VIP
. Card at participating locations and take
advantage of:
• Drink Specials
• Discounts on Dining and Clubbing
• ·Spa Treatments
• Merchandise
•And Morel

Specials and discounts will be ·updated r.egularly
on OrlandoCityBeot.com. Sign up now!

ORLANoo · I

.com

CLUB LISTINGS • DRINK SPECIALS • MOVIE REVIEWS

Alcohol offers are valid for those 21 an·d up only. OrlandoCityBeat.com
encourages you to be a real VIP and rlrink responsibly.

1

i

Want your company to be part of the VIP Program?- Contad Dione Politi at
407-420-5588 for more details or email dpoliU@tribune.com •.

-·..- - - - - - - - - - - - -..
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HAPPENINGS
FROM i3

Distance, Fireflight, Julington,
Capitol Speedway (rock)
Sept 2, 9 p.m., $5
Back Booth, 37 W. Pine St
407-999-2570

1.

I
I

,.

, HIGHLIGHTS

CALENDER

.

I

lndorphine (metal)

Sept 2, 9 p.m., $13
Hard Rockl.ive, CrtyWalk at Universal Ortando .
407-3?1-5483

Franchise, Detective Sandy
Vagina (rock)
·

Darkest Hour, Nervous

Breakdown, Hearts Over Rome, I
Don't Die Young (hard rock)
Sept3,5:30 p.m., $8
Screamers, 360 State lane
407-244--0299

•

First Thursday

Chingy (hip-hop)

Sept3, 9 p.m., $5-$7
Will's Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

1

ART

Sept. 4, 8 p.m., $20.50
Rock and Roll Beach Club, Downtown Disney
Pleasure Island
407-824-4321

Sept. 4, 9 p.m., $5
AKA Lounge, 68 E. Pine St
407-839-3707
•

Teni Binion and the Longhaulers,
Skinny McGee and his Mayhem
Makers (Americana)

I,,

Finned Pilot, Cider (rock)

Blood Moon, Dead Spot, Divine in
Nature, Paper Street Soap Co.

(metal).
Sept3, 9 p.m., $5
The Haven, 6700 Alo ma Ave.
407-673-2712

Sept.6, lOp.m.,$25
The Oub at Rrestone, 578 N. Orange Ave.
407-872-{)()66 -

House ofBlues;Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Nebula, Messinine,Asphalt,
Deadspot (hard rock)
Sept.8,9p.m.,$7
Will's Pub, 1850 N~MillsAve:
407-898-5070

Sept 4, 9 p.m., $7
Will's Pub, 1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Cruxshadows, Butterfly Messiah,
DJ eX Oridustrial)

Sept. 4, 9 p.m., $60
· Disney MGM Studios, Walt Disney Wortd Resort
407-824-4321

Transitions (opening reception)
Sept.3, 6 p.m. to 9P:m., free
d.mac
37 S. Magnolia Ave.
407-992-.1200

·

30 Vear5 of Grateful Dead

UfWayne (hip-hop)

Josh Martinez, Sleep Are the
Chicarone5, Therealone, Cracker
Jackson, Escher, Science Non-fiction (hip-hop) .

Alicia Keys, Anita Baker, Chingy,
O'ryan, Omarion, Twista, Big Boi,
New Edition, Monica, Hammer
(various)

Sept. 2, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., $5 to $8
-Ortando Museum of Art
416 N. Mills Avenue
407-896-4231

Sept. 9, 9 p.m., free
Structural Realities (opening
Stardust Video and Coffee, 1842 E. Winter Park
reception)" ·
:
Road
·
, Sept. 4, 4 p.m. to 7 p.m., free
. 407-623-3393
Arts on Douglas
1~ DougJasSt.
Weird Al Yankovic, Gary Menke
New Smyrna Beach 386-428-1133
(pop)
Sept 5, 6:30 p.m., $2750-$2950
House of Blues; Downtown Disney West Side
Teni Cook (artist reception)
407-934-2583
Sept.S, 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., free
Orlando Mllsellm of Art
2416N,MillsAve.
MU330{ska)
407-896-4231
Sept.5,8p.m.,$7
The Social, 54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419
.
. UPCOMING

Alter Bridge, Submersed (rock)
Doug E. Fresh, Slick Rick (hip-hop) ·· Sept 8, 6:30 p.m., $25

Sept4, 9 p.m., $20-$25
House ofBlues, Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583
.
.

PLOTKIN ON WPRK

.

Sept8, 10 p.m.,$10-$12
Screamers,360 State lane
407-244--0299

Sept 9, 6:30 p.m., $14.95
Hard Rock Vault
8437 International Drive
407-599-76.25

SUNDAY SEYf. 5TH
labor DaV Bloes and

_

Starting at 9a·.m. Monday, Dave Plotkin, former editor of your
very own The Independent Journal, will be going on the radio for
11 Ohours straight. In an effort to raise money for Winter_Park's
college radio 5tation WPRK .91.5, Plotkin is trying to break the .
Guinness Book ofWorld Records tally for longest radio broadcast by
a.single DJ.
_ .
.
.
While Plotkin will be on the air from 9a.m. Monday to 11 p.m.
Friday, he'll have countless special guests to help fill the time, as
well as more than 40 live bands performing in the cramped WPRK
studio, including Dodger, Unicomicopia, Gestalt, Supef'.'.illains,
Hurrah and Watch Me Disappear.
'Dottors, nurses, delivery runners and timekeepers will be on
site to monitor Plotkin's progress, in accQrdance with Guinness law.

1ST THURSDAYS
It's the first Thursday of the month, and that means it's time
to get some culture at the Odando Museum of Art.
Each month, the museum features local artists, live music and
all the art you can handle during an event simply called 1st
Thursdays. You can wine and dine on guided tours, oogling.
priceless pieces of art while chugging down some ale from
Shipyard Brewing Co.
This month's title is "Seasonal Allegory," where artists express
their impressions of a place, time of day or weather condition.
You can find 1st Thursday from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. to~ay at t~L
Odando Museum of Art,2416 N.Mills Ave.Call 407-896-4231 for
more informalion.

•
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live·aands
Friday Night

Gabrielle Mountain
- Saturday'Night

The Wynn Brothers
10 p.m. - 1 a.m.

---$3 cover--SMOKERS WELCOME
.CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

12727 East Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida

(At 408 & E. Colonial)

Kerry-oke
Sept. 9, 7:30 p.m., $15
d.mac ·
37 S. Magnolia Ave.
407-992-1200 .

Finding Nemo on ice
Se.pt.10 to Sept. 12, various times, $15.50
to $35
·TD Waterhouse Centre
600 W.Amelia St
407-849-2020

Popcom flicks: King Kong
Sept 16,8 p.m., free
Central Park, Winter Park
North Park Avenue and West Morse Boulevard
407-629-1088

Op.p ortunity T() Participate
In A Clinical Resea·r ch Study To Evaluate An
Investigational Vaccine.
• 18 to 45 years of. age
• Not taking any
. "' medications
• 12 outpatient visits
over 32 weeks
Compensation up to $570.00 for time & travel
Call today for more inforfi1:ation:

(407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 S. Orange Avenue - Orlando - FL .32809
www.ocrc.net

MOVIES
Presented by

****··
Maria Full .o f Grace is a
FILM REVIEW

film full of brilliance
Harrowing drama does~-a
lot mqre than shed light
OJ} seedy drug transport
JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

U.S.movinevenuesforAug.27-29
All dollar figures in millions
RANK· FILM ·WEEKEND GROSS
.
GROSS ID DATE· WEEKS IN RELEASE·

1.Hero-$18.0
$18.0·Orie week· 2,031
2.Ana<Dndas:The Hwrtforthe Blood Ordid- $12.8
. $128 ·One week· 2,905
3.Wllhouta~ $8.6
$27.7 ·Two weeks· 2,730
4. The~ Diaries2: Royal Engagement- $8.1
$75.1·Three weeks· 3,331
s. Exorcist The Beginning- $7.1
$311 •Two weeks· 2,813 .
6.Collateral-$6.S
$801 ·Four weeks· 2,728
7.Alien vs. Predator- $4.9
$721 ·Three weeks· 2,880
8.0pen Water-$4.8
$233 ·Four weeks· 2,7f1J '
9.The Bowne Supremaey-$4.6
$157.7 ·Six weeks· 2,079
10.Suspectlen>-$3A
· $3.4 ·One week· 1,~00
SOURCE: AP

MOVIE TIMES

REGAL WATERFORD LAKES
541 N. AlAFAYA TRAIL,407-977-1107

The Cookout (PG-13)
1:204:308:1010'l0'12:30a

Paparazzi (PG-13)
1:10 3:407:4010-3012:40a

WKker Park (PG-'13)
12:104:107:2010:1012:50a

Vanity Fair (PG-13)
12.'00 3:507:3010-30

Anacondas: The Hunt for the Blood Orchid
(PG-13)
12:20 3:20 7:009"3012:30a

Hero (PG-13)
12:404:007~8.'009".SO10-5012:40a

Superbabies: Baby Geniuses 2 (PG)
12:10 2:40 5:10

Suspectlero (R)
.

1:004:307:4010:1012:40a

Exorcist The Beginning (R}
' ' ' 12:404:007:009".S012:40a

Without a Paddle (PG-13)
12.~ 3:20 7:109:4012:20a

AfmVs. Predator(PG-13)
12:303:107:00g:J012:20a
. PLEASE SEE

MOVIE TIMES ON i6

P

overty, immigration and drug smuggling can ~e for pretty compelling
cinema, but they can also be turned
into sentimental melodrama. If for nothing
else, Maria Full of Grace deserves credit for
never lapsing into the obvious and the.overdone.
Even in the film's first reel, which sets up
Maria's numerous trials and tribulations, the
naturalism of the performances and the
authenticity of the dialogue keep the drama
afloat After the first half-hour, the picture
· really soars, as writer/director Joshua
Marston turns an ordinary sob story into one
of the year's most emotionally exhausting
' and unforgettable films.
Maria'"s life isn't so hot She just quit her
dead-end job, her boyfriend is a dick, her family is dirt-poor ·and she has to spend all her
COURTESY HBO FILMS
money to support her sister's baby while car- Catalina Sandino Moreno is excellent in Maria-Full of Grace,
rying one of her own.
opening at Enzian tomorrow.
In a lesser movie, such perpetual suffering
could be seen as laying it on too thick, but , duces Nana into the world of prostitution in
Maria's multitude ofpredicaments are n~- My Life to Live, here Maria is treated with no
sary to provide the levity of her possibly life- humanity by the drug lords. To them, she is
costing decision: to smuggle drugs inside her simply a set of data, a group of inconsequenstomach in return for more money than she tia1 statistics like age (the 17-year~ld Maria
lies, telling them she's 18, but of eourse they
could dream 0£
~
A tagline for Maria Full of Grace reads, don't check). To the stateside contacts in the
"ba8ed on 1,000 true stories," a quote ~t hotel room, she is simply a mea,ns of transserves two purposes. It confirms the film's portation; instead of a preferred method,
universality (this movie may happen to be these drugs hiid to be carried inside .a body,
about Maria, but it could just as easily center and promptly extracted through bowel
on the many other teenage girls bound for the movements. After picking through her feees
States with drugs in their tummies, in it for to retrieve the ~ she is discarded like a
the same reasons) and makes lmown the run-down jalopy.
tragic reality of the situation.
But how different is this from Maria's
In addition to the compelling drama, treatment in Colombia? Is the drug smugMarston's film is an indictment of~- g1ing not .more than an exaggerated dehu, stricken Latin America, shedding provoca- mani7.ation ofthe way she is treated at home?
To her unemployed sist~ Maria is meretive light on Colombia's repulsive working
conditions, and, of course, the seedy under- ly a paycheck; her family cares not about
ground culture that allows such drug runs. Maria's personal reasons of quitting her job,
With its authentic location shooting and use only the lack of money flowing in because of
of nonprofessional actors, Maria Full of it To her boyfriend, she is simply a good lay;
Grace sheds a naturalistic to shed light on the it's clear the gµy doesn't love her. He doesn't
· characters' plights.
even have the decency to dance with her.
A better comparison is to Jean-Luc When she tries something spontaneous, like
Godard's My Life to Live, another heart-rend- symbolically climbing up to a roof, her
· .ing film that sets up a womaiis predicament, boyfriend shows I?.er disinterest and even
then reduces her to an object When the eontempt
object is used up, so is the woman, and nothIndeed, while it's getting the film its muching remains.
needed attention, the presence ofdrug smugWlth the same clinical stoicism that~ gling maynot be Marston's main target
~

BOXOFFICE .

-

COMING TO DVD- SEPT 7

Kevin Smith
returns to ·ClerkS
Also, masterpiece from
Korea comes to DVD
JOHN THOMASON
indie Editor

JERSEYGIRL AND CLERKS:
10TH ANNIVERSARYEDITION
Kevin Smith's die-hard fans and ardent
haters-will both have more fuel to debate the
director's credibility come Tuesday, whi~h
sees the release .o f bis 2004 bomb Jersey Girl
and ari expanded three-disc reissue of his
seminal indie hit Clerks.
As for the reissue, this set has more special
features than you can lmock over.a corpse at a
wake with The theatrical ct1t, the 103--minute
first cut with new commentary, a new featurelength documentary about' the film, old Jay
and Silent Bob shorts from Mrv, Smith's ''Flying Car'' short from The Tonight Show and
Smith and .Scott Mosier's Vancouver Film
~ool documentary Mae Day are just a portion of what you'll get
Unfortunately,· everyone reading this
already has the Miramax Collector's Edition
version of the DVD, so you better hit up your
local CD Warehouse and get what you can for
it before they stop taking them (Walk into any
vendor of used DVDs and count the copies of
the original Great Escape since the reissue
came out; it's pretty sad). Released 10 years after Clerks, Jersey Girl
may be the sound of a·once-promising upstart
descending into mediocre genre banalities,
but Smith has nonetheless loaded the DVD
with extras. While many can debate the film's
merit, few can debate the natural chemistry
between Smith and BenAfileck, who show up
here on a commentary track and a "conversation with Smith and Afileck'' feature. Affleck
rarely seems more at home than when working with ·a Smith script; their collaborations
may not be up to the level of. Scorsese/De
N°Iro or Kurosawa/Mifune yet, but give it time.

SPRING, SUMMER, AUTUMN,
WINTER ••• AND SPRING
This masterful visual poem from Korea is
one ofthe year's best films by a longshot GorKeous, heartbreaking and filled to the brim
with wisdom and spirituality, the film lyrically examines a boy's ascent into adulthood and
the tumultuous relationship with his monk
father. Told in five vignettes signified by the
different seasons of the title, the film is a universal parable about the overwhelming power
of life and love. With symbolism in nearly
every frame, this is an example of grand
themes shared in the simplest of ways. If you
didn't get to catch this during its impressively
long Altamonte Cinema 8 run, now is the

time.
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MOVIES
Hero took

MOVIE TIMES
FROM

iS

,

Yu-<ii-Oh! {PG)
12:20 3:00 5:30

The Princes.s Diaries 2: Royal Engagement {G)
12:103:30 6:509:40

CINESCENE

theaters by
surprise
with an
amazingly . ·
strong (for
a foreign.
film)$18
million
opening.

Double~dipping

no
longer just for chips
BRETT RYAN BONOWIU .
Staff Writer

Collateral {R)
12:00 3:30 7:1Q 9-50

Open Water {R)
12:50 3:10 5:207:5010:0012:10a

The Manchurian Candidate {R)
12:30 3:50 7:30 10:40

The Village {1>&13)
8:0010-50 ,

The Bourne Supremacy {PG-l3}
12:504:006:5010:30 .

Garden State {R)
12:404:207:2010:00

I, Robot {PG-13)
7:5010:50

Spider-Man 2{PG-13)
1:104:208:10

Napol.eon Dynamite {PG)
1:204:208:0010:40

****•
Her~ is a brainy. action movie
FILM REVIEW

REGAL WINTER PARK VILLAGE 20
510 N. ORLANDO AVE.,407-628-0163

The Cookout (PG-13)
12:35 2:55 5:408:0010:45

Paparcmi (PG-13)
12:45 3:10 5:358:1010-50

Wicker Park {PG-13)
12:40 3:35 6:40 9-35 12:30a

Vanity Fair (PG-13)
12:10 3:307-U,10:15

Film is surprisingly not a
re1nake of Dustin
Hoffman·flick

Anacondas: The Hunt for the Blood Ordlid

BRETT RYAN BONOWla

(PG-13)
12:30 3.g, 5:45 8:1510-50

Staff Writer

Hero {PG-13)
12:15 2:45 5:20 7:5510:40

Superbabies: Baby Geniuses 2{PG)
11:SOa2:15 4:35 7:00

Suspect Zero {R)
1:204:15 7:15 9-5012:35a

Exorcist: 11ie Beginning {R)
1:40"4:45 7:2510-U,

Without a Paddle {PG-t3)
1:304:206:559-3012:05a

Alien Vs. Predator {PG-13)
12:05 5:0510-10

Princess Diaries 2: Royal Engagement (G)
1:154-U, 7;2010:00

Coltateral {R)
1:053:50 6:50 9:45 12:40 .

Open Water {R)
2:35 7:45

The Manchurian Candidate (R)
12:55 4:107:3010:30

The Village lPG-13)
3:459:401~:20

Intimate Strangers {NR)
1:006:45

She Hate Me {R)
12:204:007:1010:25

The Bourne Supremacy {PG-13)
1:103:55 6:409-1512:10a

Garden State {R)

~

11:SSa2:40 5:157:5010-35

Spider-Man 2{PG-13)
9:1512:15a

The Hunting of the President (NR)
1:254:307:4010:1012:40a
PLEASE SEE

.MOVIE TIMES ON i8

VDs usually· hit the shelves on a Tuesday.
Occasionally there will be a Friday release,
but for the most part you can bank on your
favorite movie corrling out on a Tuesday. More and
more in the recent months though, studios are
indulging in what DVD nerds call "double dipping."
Double dipping is the act of the studio releasing
, multiple versions of the same film in order to
exploit its audience for more cash.
This summer no less then five films offered
. · '~ovie. Cash" inside the box so you could see the
sequel to said product for free. In theory this is a
win-win for both the consumer and the studio.
What they've done With movie ·cash is essentially
released the same product for a .second time, as
-Universal did with Pitch-Black and The Bourne
Identity, then given you a check to see their newest
product. By giving you this said check, the studio _to
beefs up its numbers on opening weekends, showing video chains that they have good product to sell
and exploit in the DVD market What they've done
,is tantamount to .cooking their own bo6ks. Granted,
the cost of the plan at hand Rarely does a
it's a genius way of involving the consumer in these
puzzle structure work, but in Hero it causpractices. But when the logic of it all is really exames the viewer to think like Nameless, to
measure the weight in thoughts. Many of
ined, practices like these shmµd be illegal
Essentially just part of the cog in the wheel now,
the fights take place seemingly in the
a theatrical release of a film is nothing more than a
minds of the fighters, with much of the
fight already transcribed in the mind like a
commercial for the DVD. No longer does it feel like
the experience it once did when many would go to
well thought out chess match. The chorethe theatre to .see their favorite film a multitude of
ography ip the film will surprise many,
especially those who have been protimes during the theatrical release. Now if they just
have ·the patience to wait a month, as is the case
grammed by interminably boring Matrix
Revolutions-type fighting. Hero is fresh
with Fahrenheit 9/11, they can just ptirchase the
DVD: But looking at Michael Moore, I think he is a
and fun; COl1pled with good storytelling
the film !s leaps and bounds ahead of
man very familiar with the concept of double dipmany Hollywood films.
ping.
.
.
Hero is brought to an even higher plane
The multiple releases haven't stopped at more
thanks to Tingxiao Huo ?fid Zhenzhou
special features either. Why is it unacceptable to
Yi's lavish production design that is one of
release an NC-17 or unrated film inJ:heatres, but it's
the finest three-way collaborations ill
A-OK to throw an unrated director's cut on the
recent memory between the cinematogshelves at Best Buy? I'm glad there is a market for
rapher, director aIJ.d production designer.
these products, but why can't the consumer be
Cinematographer Christoph~r Doyle has · rewarded the first time instead of having to invest
done some beautiful work in Asian cine. so much ·cash in the franchise before getting to the
ma previously (Chungki.ng Express, In the
real meat· of the meal? Studios have· :i;nade the
Mood for Love) but never has he _done
release of a film into a true three-Course ~eal.
something with the breathtaking sc9pe of
The next time you run to the store to buythe latHero. Director Yimou "Zhang has done
est cinematic gem, think about how much you realwhat any gOQd director should do, bring
ly want the disc. Does the film have a sequel comthe best out if his cast and crew.
ing out soon? You know another edition is just
Jet Li gives a strong perforriiance as
going to come 'out soon Don't buy,it Is the rel~ase
Nameless, a quiet, resourceful warrior
void of special features even though it was a big hit
who relies heavily on his skills rather then
at the box office? In matter of months another edihis words. Li's performance exemplifies
tion will street with a fun name like "Deluxe Edithis, and' his scenes with the King are
tion'' or "illtimate Edition" This,isn't to say that I
played with the simple, regal feel of a pingdon't buy everything in sight but please, everything
pong match played out in slow motion
in moderation
Released in 2002 in other countries,
1banks to all who entered last week. This week ,
Miramax left Hero on the shelf for almost
I am giving away ·a poster of one of my favorite fihps
two years before releasing it With a
, of the year, The Girl Next Door. Please e-mail
"Quentin Tarantino Presents" card. But
Brett@theindie.com with the answer to receive thy
the film's age doesn't show. It's magnifiprize. The character Eli in The Girl Next Door is' pricent, refmed ab.d timeless.
marily based on what writer/director?
·

fter an oi>ening-weekend's gross of
$18 million and an initial theater
presence on more than .2,000
screens, Jet Li's movie Hero proves itselfto
be the exception and not the rule to both
action and foreign films.
Hero begins with the introduction of
Nameless, played by Jet Li Nameless is on
his way to meet th~_ King of Qm.N~eless
walks amongst thousands of citizens of
Qin on his way to see the king, and in the
process it is felt the magnitude of what
must have transposed. Nameless has
killed three assassins and is granted
unprecedented access to the king, who is
the frequent recipient of death threats. But
what are his motivations to get this close
to the king?
Hero is about the role of the individual
in socie.ty. Nameless's quest is juxtaposed
against the King's plan for pre-unified
China. Hero raises many intelligent questioi;is throughout its rather brisk running
time of 96 minutes. Is one man's revenge
worth the destruction ofunity? Can one
man impact the outcome of history? What
is the cost of freedom? .
Heavily influenced by Rashomon and
Memento .alike, Hero is an action film with
a brain firmly attached to its skeletal structure. Hero deals with a very small chamber of characters, each intelligent and
sympathetic to the price of their lives and
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Thrill-less thrillerSuspect Zero is no-Seven
FILM REVIEW

Instead of
wasting
your time
with this
piecedtogether
thriller, just
go rent
. Seven.

COURTESY PARAMOUNT

The only thing

Mackelway is predictably fresh
off a six-month suspension for
loose canon behavior, in whichhe
· bypassed procedure in order to
catch a serial rapist Bodies soon
start appearing with lidless eyeballs, and faxes· personally
JENNIFER GONZALEZ
addressed to Mackelway indicate
Staff Writer
the killer has taken a personal
lame Seven. It's the only interest in him.
explanation ·for Suspect
One thing leads to another and
Zero and all the countless along with his ex-lover of a partother cop/serial.killer/psycholog- ner (Carrie-Anne Moss, trapped
ical thriller-type movies that have in a thankless role of love interfollowed. You lmow the kind, est), Mackelway discovers Benwith its checklist recipe of ingre- jamin O'Rfan (played by Sir Ben
dients: there,s the eerie pacing Kinsley). O'Ryan is an ex-FBI
(check), the dusty lone back secret agent who used to work for
. roads and interstates (check), the a now-defunct program in which
rain-drenched alleyways (check) compatible agents were trained
and yes, there's that scene in to see and draw crimes scenes .
which the brilliant young cop has using nothing but their minds.
pictures of victims and crime
Kingsley is a killer of killers,
scenes collaged onto a wall and is tracking down a mythic entity he
desperate to find the where- has created called suspect zero,
abouts of a highly disturbed killer based on the idea of the perfect
(check). That checklist alone has serial killer. The only problem is
probably led your mind to that he can't 'turn off' the ability
recount half a dozen movies.
to see and is haunted by the vicThe latest edition to the genre tims he couldn't save.
is Suspect Zero, -directed by E.
While not unbearable, Suspect.
Elias Merhige (Shadow ofa Varn- Zero is simply tired ~d ineffec, pire), who should have lmown tive. Whereas in previous sucbetter. His attempt to create a cessful thrillers·like Silence of the
mood-driven film with disjointed Lambs or Seven, the tension with.:.
shots and extreme close-ups is in them is a palpable force, ·estabadmirable for such a stylistically lished early pn and increased
predictable genre but doesn't . with every scene. Zero fails to
hold up under the heavy-handed build and as a result teeters on
dullness.
plot
.
Written by Zak Penn (Behind
Some action in the third act
Enemy Lines) and Billy Ray (Shat- seems promising but leads to a
tered Glass), the film begins with familiar ending instead SimilariAgerit :Ilomas Mackelway ties like this to other films prevent
(played by Aar-0n Eckhart, who the f~ from distinguishing itself
was so likable in Erin BrockoVich as anything besides a clone, and
but is stuck in serious FBI agent with a cast of actors who have
mode here) being transferred to proven they can do bettei; that's
an office in Albuquerque, N.M., unfortunate.

suspect is film's
derivative storyline

B
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MOVIES
MOVIE TIMES
FROM·j6

Napoleon Dynamite (PG)
12:002:204:55 7:35 9:5512:25a

LOEWS UNIVERSAL CINEPLEX
6000 UNIVERSAL BLVD.,407-354-3374

Paparazzi (PG·13)
12:25 2:25 4:25 6:308:3510:4012:45a

Cookout (PG-13)
12:301:302:30 3:30 4:30 5:30 6:35 7:35 8:40 9:40
10:4511:4512:45a

WickerPark(PG-13)
12:PQ 2:20 4:50 7:20 9:5512:3Qa

Vanity Fair (PG-13)
12:103:156:15 9:1512:1Qa

Hero (PG-13)
12:401:20 2:50 3:35 5:05 5:50 7:158:1010:30
12:10a 12:45a

Anacondas: The,Hunt for the Blood Orchid
(PG-13)
1:25 3:45 5:55 8:159:5010:3512:1012:5Qa

Suspect Zero (R)
12:15 2:35 4:45 7:009:2011:40

Superbabies: Baby Geniuses 2(PG)
.

. COURTESY FOCUS FEATURES

While still being a decent adaptation of the 900-page novel , Vanity fair is still marred by fast introductions and unmotivated character actions.

FILM REVIEW

GENO MEHALIK

P

12:00 2:25 5:00 7:4510:1512:45a

***•.

Staff Writer

eriod pieces like :Mira
Nair's Vanity Fair (an
adaptation of thew~
Makepeace Thackeray 900-page
novel) are seldom a total clisappointment. For instance, Cher's
throaty and laconic performance
in Tea With Mussolirii or Sandra
Bullock's quiet and sub-rosa role
in In Love and War were both picturesque and accurate portrayals
of a historical climate.
And because although you
may encounter fast-paced introductions, unmotivated character
actions and that one lovesick creature that mimics the romantic
architecture of the time nearly
precisely, you still almost have to
try to hate a period piece after the
barrage of imagery you are presented with. Broken castles, ageless battles, faraway places, teas,
spices, feathers and cloudless
weather are among some of ·t he
culprits.
In Vanity Fair, Reese Witherspoon is a stone-broke artist's
daughter in 1800s London. After
one· of the film's first scenes,
where Witherspoon's Becky haggles with well-heeled Gabriel
Byrne over a portrait of her p10th. er, the protagonist's age acceler-

12:55 3:00 5:10 7:25
Exorcist~ The Beginning (R)

Without a Paddle (PG-13)
1:10 3:20 5:458:0010:2012:45a

ates quickly and dizzily. Along the

plastic-looking water lilies. But

way the audience is introduced to _ despite the illusory beauty of.the

a lot of relatively tom but well- moist and dim natural backdrop,
meaning characters like Bend It like condensation · on a mirror,
Like Beckham's Jonathan Rhys character motivation is still very
Meyers (steely, but off) and apparent
Romola Garai (Becky's light-headBecky is definitely a climber,
ed and unsure best friend).
however apologetic her character
However:, characters such as may appear on screen. And her
Eileen Atkins' elder benefactor pencha.nt for showmanship is perand Moulin Rouge's proud Jim sonified in her almost formulaic
Broadbent make heavy-handed pairing With the silver-tongued
hypocrisy and diine-store malevo- . gambler, charitably played by
lence look as choreographed as _ James Purefoy. Purefoy's Rawdon
afternoon tea. And, in retrospect, is, at first, tolerant of Becky's wit
their ·portrayals help tremendous- and backdoor barging-ins, but
ly in solidifying one of the film's when Byrne's character resurfaces
principle themes: social elevation. to offer Becky a chance at a new
In addition, the film wanders level of ·social scholarship, Rawoff with some of the more minor don's pride interferes.
characters into some extraordiBut Becky, intent on defying
naryvisuallocations.Forexample, the caste system ofl9th century
one or two 30-second cameos in England - littered with lords,
an Indian desert are a poignant ladies,duchessesand-streetratsand jarring release from. the ethe- she ultimately overlooks the one
real and crickety noises that per- thing that made her feel high,
meate the anemic and clammy bringing a shocking amount of
English streets during the honesty to her character that
Napoleonic wars of the time. might have been tragically omitSome of the film's most impacting ted. However, it is this honesty,
moments take place within the amidst the deep purples and
externalities of the Kingdom's bright gold-encrusted .costume ·
foreground,
however.
For jewelry, that makes Vanity Fair not
instance, the ·initial outdoor cotil- just another period piece but
lion where Becky tries for a something worthwhile.
And yes, she keeps the accent
wealthy suitor is vibrant fa pale
greens, lacey whites and perfectly the whole way throllgh.

Open Water (R)
1:15 3:105:407:5510:1012:20a

-Alien Vs. Predator (PG-13)
1:35 3:55 6:208:5511:15

Princess Diaries 2: Royal Engagement (G)
12:00 2:20 4:40 7:10 9:4512:05a

Collateral (R)

.

1:SO4:20 6:50 9:35 12:05a

Napoleon Dynamite (PG)
12:05 2:05 4:10 6:158:3010:2512:3Qa

Manchurian Candidate (R)
12:05 2:45 5:20 8:0510:50

The Bourne Supremacy (PG-13)
12:20 2:40 5:157:4010:0512:25a .

I, Robot (PG-13)
1:053:406:409:1011:25

Spider-Man 2(PG-13)
9:30

MUSIC
LOCJ:_\L BAND SPOTLIGHT

' Park Ave CDs: Top 25 for
the week of Aug. 15-21
1. SOUNDTRACK, Garden State
2.YOUNG BUCKStraight Outta Cashville
3. FURTHER SEEMS FOREVER Hide Nothing
4. VARIOUS ARTISTSRock Against Bush 2
5. SAVES THE DAY Ups and Downs: Early Recordings and ,
B-sides
6. RISE AGAINSTSiren Song of the Counter-culture
7. R. KELLY.
Happy People/U Saved Me
8.JASON MRAZTonight, Not Again: Live
9. HOT ROD CIRCUITReality's Coming Through
10.COPELANDKnow Nothing Stays the Same
11. TAKING BACK SUNDAY Where You Want to Be
12. HEAD AUTOMATICA- .
Decadence
13.MASE- .
Welcome Back
14. LESS THAN JAKE B IS FOR B-'SIDES

15. KILLERSHot Fuss
.
16. FRANZ FERDINANDFranz Ferdinand
17.VARIOUSRock Against Bush 1
18. MODEST MOUSE Good News for People Who Like Bad
News
19.RILO KILEYMore Adventurous
20.SHYNEGodfather Buried Alive
21. DANE COOKHarmful if Swallowed
22.HIVESTyrannosaurus Hives
23. POLYPHONIC SPREE-·
Together We're Heavy
24.KITTIEUntil the End
25. VARIOUS ARTISTS Por Vida·: ATribute to the Songs of
Alejandro Escovedo

Capturing ·the Friedman Dand·

Heather Friedman
brings jazzy class
to rock scene
EMILY JANE S'OTT
Staff Writer

I think I was probably born
singing." Heather Friedman
makes this sta,tement almost
laughingly,
but as sincerely as can
' '
be. This statement does not come
as a surprise, either, for anyone
• who has ever heard her sing. She is
an all-around performer - the 20year-old UCF senior is a Bachelor
of Arts music major~ sings classjcally in the music department
here, is in musical theatre and h?s
her .o wn band, aptly named the
Heather Friedman band.· While
this seems like-a lot on her plate,
she feels like she's prepared for any
opportunity that may come her
way. And between talent like hers
and a vehicle like her band, it's hard
to imagine that -she would be
denied any opportunity to per.:.
form.
Her forays into popular music
come from a combination of her
love for expressive.writings, poetry, journals, etc., and her natural
love for music. She says she didn't
start writing soilgs until her sophomore year of college. Heather
_ formed her band this past January, .
which Was comprised of guitarist
Phil Swasey, bassist John Friskic;s
and percussionists Ramon Lopez
on drums and Justin Steger on congas, vibraphone and other auxiliary percussion. Together, they
create
ensemble sound with a
jazzy feel that goes down easy but

an

grabs a listener's attention. She
says that she didn't go on a huge
search for these musicians, but
that they all just sort of ended up
playing together. "I don't think
we'd organically come together
and be five friends - ifs the music
that brings us together.~' It doesn't
hurt-to be in classes that are chocka-block full of music students,
either.
"I just asked people in my
music classes if they knew anyone
who played certain instruments.
Phil was in my music theory class.
He said he played guitar, but he
. said Tm not gonna play in your again, as anyone who has seen
them live knows, because · one
band or anything,' at first"
· Heather started booking shows would be hard pressed to find a
around town, fully prepared to better ensemble of young musiplay solo, hoping . that a band cians playing "rock'' music in
would come along. Lopez was the Orlando. Lopez has been
trrst to come on board. after he - described as being the best thing to
heard demo that Heather had hit Japan since technology.
done. John came on after he heard Heather also describes all of her
the original ensemble play. ''I was fellow bandmembers as artists
so thankful that I had four other who will be willing to go out on a
people interested in my music limb when it comes to creating
other than my best friends," say5 each so~
Friedman.
·
While the technical capabilities
The lineup of the band is in of the band's players are a huge
fluctuation, however. This sum- draw for fans, Heather says that
tremendous
mer, they lost Steger to grad school creating these
in Pennsylvania. Heather says that arrangements is a special sort of
he still records tracks on vibes and process. Even through spectacular
continues to collaborate with the · instrumental solos, you can hear a
rest of the band this way. Unfortu- very personal meaning in all of
. nately, Lopez is also on the :way out Heather's songs. ''It all started with
- he will be spending the next year writing in journals when I was
making big bucks playing full time young." The dichotomy between
· at Disneyworld Tokyo, free ride her personal songs and the flourover and roam included. While the ishing performance arrangements,
band will miss him, Heather llisists however, doesn't seem to phase
that they will only seek a replace- her. ''I will write text, a rough song,
ment for the time that Lopez is chorus, verses and then have an
gone.
idea ofthe world in which it should
This lineup is so important, be."

a

rn

Once she and the band create
these ''worlds," Heather's~~
stories are then expressed- ·- · a
multitude of ways. She says about
using music expressively versus
'using words expressively, ''What I
really love <lQout a lot of what we
do is that it appeals to people who
think very textually, and then we
can appeal to people who think
creatively and express the words
in a completely different waY:' ,
· Great musicianship aside, she
feels that her music relates to peo- .
ple on a very personal level "Some
guy at Back Booth once said to me,
'I re~y needed your 1EYPic
tonight' I was having a rough 'day
too, so I guess I really needed him/'
She says that this is the reason she
performs music with her band as
such - "If it's not to touch other
people, then it's just for artists' val- ·
ida:tion." Said validation~ as many
will agree, a pretty lame reason to
be making music. While the drummer situation is
leSs than ideal for Heather and her
band, their future looks bright
PLEASE SEE

HEATHER ON i12
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MUSIC
SHOW REVIEW
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CensOrship killed ·the. ·awru;ds star
With.no ,host or theatrics, Video M~ic Awards hit new i;iadir..
MICHAEL LAWRENCE

·v

StalfWriter

• VIDEO MUSIC .AWARDS
• evMTV "

nature of MTV's programming
~d how qUickly one st~ is processed and consmne~ after
another, tlie video seems like it
aired eon.S ago;· not the actual iO
months. Other winners-included : .
Usher for ·''Best Male Video,"
Beyonce with ·. "Best Femal~ _
Video" and Linkin Park for
"Viewers.· Choice,"· making me.1
. fose even more faith in democra"7
cf. God was thallked maiiy:titiies,
but was unavailable to appear·
d\1.e his current litigation battles
with the-pr~ducers of Exorcist:
The 'BeginJy:fig fot tising his name _
.without permission. _
·
~ Perhaps the best part of the
night
watching the audience· '
royal;ly piss.~on_.the ga~ghte~ <;>f

ears from, now. the 2004
• · Genre: awards show
MTV
Video
Music
-Awards will be seen as the
• -televised date: Aug. 29 historic event that it was, three
•
-.
hours of televlsion that set an awards first began airing iµ 1984.
· ~amiing precedent. The days of -· Moving ·from Thursday to the
the sporadic, ~xcitirig awards more fomily-friendly Sunday, the
show are dead And .i n its place awardstoo,kplace-mMianµ,inan
we are left with a neutered, steril- arena of all places, which does
ized-production that offers noth- not fit awards shows well. Fans
ing remotely stimwating or filled the floor of the arena, while
entertaining. Vracom, wary of the -· celebrities sat 4i upper s~ons.
. Nipplegate sdllldal, has taken no And ther:e was no host tJ:iis year·
chances, expanding the length of either, a presence ~orely missed
the on-air audio delay and adding · The lack of a host and the legions
a video delay as well. No notori- · of screaming fans made · the .
ouSlesbian kisses or Fartman awards . di.s jointed and uncomcosttimes this time. ~e biggest fortable to watch. Maybe it's the John Kem:. ~d; .George :~Bush
surprise of any kfud was Stevie traditionalist ih me, but I don't with a showef~fbarsh 009~- The
·Wonder appe¢D.g as the special think these changes bode well. · .. ·charismati~~l~!?S~ da~te~ :~were
guest slated to pe:i:form with Ali. Even the nominees and win- fu.~~ ~:S!fp~~·~f~~tJ.ie Vote,
cia Keyes,"and even that moment ners were UiibelievC:lbly safe. l _tellfug'Viewers"fo get·politically
was utterly predictable. ·
can~t complain . about Outkast . involved
Other c~lebrities
. Much has. changed since the winning , but with the frantic ·preached tltjs message
well,

was

as

:, but to keep in tow with the banal-

~, JtY. of ·the nigh!, they ren;iained

~·lion-partisan and made ·no opin· foliated comments. ·_
Jay~Z was .'a lso there to
_ announce his retirement,., much

to the sadness of three white kids
~ Des Moines. Perhaps MTV
should follow suit, and resign
frOm haVing award shows jf they
continue in this PG, corporatecontrolled fashion.
.

CD REVIEWS
The Black Keys have progressed since the last
album, Thickfreakness, which was recorded in one.
marathon 14-hour session. On Rubber factory,· ,
Auerbach shows some creat!ve·use ofopen tunings;_
but the slide playing··could use some work, along
with the lead break~ and fills, which don t alway~ fit.
The drums are a little hurried and don't always .
match the beat of the·music, bpt it seems to work.
F6r all of the flaws on the album, of which there
· are several, the ~lbum movesalong smoothly, with _
an interesting dichotomy: From the first track,the
.
driving semi-acoustic nuinber"When the.lights Go .
Out," to the last track, th.e head-bopping 'Till I get ·
My Way," the boys oflhe Black K~ys keep.you.guessing. Fans of hip-hop moguls The Roots will recognize
BLACK KEYS the
group's style on '~The Desperate Man'; wit~
Rubber Fadary· Carney's
smooth backbeat.,Two tracks later, listeners
Genre: blues/rock are treated to "The Lengths'; a slow groove with a
· ·
label: Epitaph - Rolling Stones-"Angie"-type feel.
After
being
fired
by
their
landlord/employer
in Release date: Sept. 7 2002, (the were landsca·pers for low rent apartment
Rubbe~ Factory, the Black Keys' studio/home, is
buildings in and around Akron), The'Black Keys have ·
actually an old General Tire factory in the industrial
been touring around the U.S. and have since moved
district of sleepy Akron, Ohio. Rubber Factory is also
into the aforementioned factory. The Black Keys
th.e band's third studio album in just 2 years. Made
start their new tour Sept. 4 in Seattle and mo.ve
up of singer/guitarist Dan Auerbach and drummer
around the west and Midwest\Jntil October, When
Patrick Camey, the Black Keys are a power duo that · they.do a riorthea$1 swing before _heading' across the
· invite~ immediate comparison,s to the White Stripes. · pond to Europe in November. Unfortunately, if you
- With driving backbeats and a lo~ of slide guitar _
are a Local fan here !n central Florida, you are going
work, The Black Keys lean more toward the delta
to have to wait a while to see the boys from the facblues side of rock. However, they distance themt6ry, unless you plan on being in Boston iri October
selves from the likes 'of the White Stripes with
or Europe in November. In which case, enjo.y the
Auerbach's-powerful, gritty vocc_lls, which sound .a lot show.
like Chris Robinson 'OfThe Black Crowes, o.nly fuzzier.
- JOE ANDERSON
1

.THE LIBERTINES

The Libertines

Genre: indie rock

Label: Sanctuary Records
· Release date: Aug. 31

1

Labeling The Libertines' self-- blitzkrieg "Arbeit Macht Frei" and
titfed release as Franz Ferdinand
the surprisingly doo-wap ''What
minus the pel'Sonality may be a . Katie Did" provide highlights and
bit short-sighted, but as the
strong contrast to the r~ of the
album plays on, you can't help
_ album, but unfortunately are not
enough to·make the album·
bu.t feel it's missing something.
_ · The first pair of tracks start
stand out from a sea ohimilar
. the album off strong, with catchy, , bands.
upbeat melodies-that'll inspire there are several good songs
you to bounce around your room. - on this album - unfortunately,
Unfortunately, that energy
there,are no great.one~. The
seems to waver through.out the
Libertines need to begin taking
rest of the record, starting with
:." risJ<s w,~~ their mlc!Si~_ifthey :
the monotonous droning of ·
·<:waot stai't turning heads~ .."Don't Be Shy.'rThe punk . · "'.~·· ~!VAN.VELEZ
"i""

-

•
•

.
·~

-~

to

~·

-

Slo-~re minimalists Landing . · The a·lbum drifts along like a
, are four people who, at least this . feather, e~en ·sporting som~
time·armjn_d, listened to Yo La . · direction, but like a handful of
Tengo's.And Nothing Turned Itself · albums ~rider the slo-core
lnside-Oufroo many times· ,
. umbrella, it has a tendency to ·
{Aqµally, you can't listen to aYQ
bore as well as entrancerparticuLa Tengo recorg too many times)._ larly towards the end. The album's
Crafting intricate and pensive ·-. -; longest track"Gravitational iii"
mood pie.ces driven by the drone, sounds like M.ogwai falling asleep ._
Landing lahded on·Klast year,
on their guitars. But by and .larg.~,
and Sphere..Js their second album these are lovely, deep composi-, Sphere
for the labet The mellow loops
·tionsJhat become moreJreward~
Genre: slo-core
'-and aq4a~i~tmosphere are ' · 1og with r~peated listens.Just ··.. _
Label: K somewhafof ashock given the ·>ldoNt exp-ectto h~aia single ,. ·' · '.
label's r~putation for cute and '
catchy note. - ~· . . ' ," ' ·~t:~ ."
~elease date; Sept. 7
bouncy love rock. ·
.
- JOHN-THOMASON".:.;./

LANDING

MISCELLANEOUS
Alcohol·now sucks
thanks to invention
New Alcohol Without Liquid d~vice ·
provides hangover-free consumption
SHARON PARE
Staff Writer
~

~a~ ~ould you· do if
you lfuew you could
ingest alcohol ·without ·experiencing the effects of
hangovers the n~xt morning?
Believe it.or not, this is not in
reference to · the infamous
hangover-cure pill Pharb, but
the Alcohol Without Liquid
machine, also known as
- AWOL. Thinkofit as an alcohol bong.
The simplest way to
describe how this machine
works is that it vaporizes any
bottle of your favorite liquor
poured into it. The vaporized
alcohol then mixes with pressurized oxygen, hence the
name Alcohol Without Liquid. Aside from decreasing
the effects of hangovers the
next day, AWOL also claims to
have no- calories and no carbohydrates. If you know what an
oxygen bar is, you can think of
this machine as being like
that. Or an emphysema

W

patient's oxygen tallk. Or ·a
hookah. Anyhow, you and
your friends basically suck the
- living hell out of a tube . (or
two or four) hooked up to a
machine with the now-vapor· ized mixture 0£ alcohol and
oxygen.
According to AWOL, you
. must only breathe normally
when using the AWOL
machine.- The primary reason
AWOL consumers.skip hang, over effects because the .
~aporized form of alcohol
absorbs directly · into the
· bloodstream, instead of heading straight to the stomach as
the liquid would. You also get
'a quicker "high" since the oxygen is mixed with the alcohol
and goes straight to the brain.
The effects will also supposedly hit you'lO times quicker.
"I think there are pros and
cons," graduate student Audra.
Campagna said. "No-carbs, no
hangovers! And I usually doil~t
prefer the taste· of alcohol.
The bad thing is that the oxygen kills brain cells and it

DVD REVIEW

Psychology
of sexuality
With thes~ tips, anyone
can emanate sexuality
DANADELAPI
Staff Writer

wish everyone could have the
weekend I just had It was fabulous.
. · The drinks were flowing. The
guy.s were hot and Willing to buy me any
drink I wanted Just a few great nights
with friends and friendly prospects.
And i was truly in rare form. My
friend Christine told me I was in total
"Dana Mode." Now I ask you, what t:p.e
hell is that? Apparently .I created my
very own mode of operation that has
captivated people far and Wide. I !guess
that can't be all that bad
,_
While ·I prefer to believe that Dana
Mode is one Of supreme sex appeal.
complete with rock-star qualities and
charismatic-charm, I still wonder what
exactly makes a person sexy? Everyone
is sexy in her own right - short, tall,
COURTESY WWW.AWOLMACHINE.COM
blonde or brunette. But what is that one
essential bit that separates the sex kitwould probably be easier to minute ·s ession. Now, ·if the
tens from the ordinary housecats?
become an alcoholic."
average shot (let's say Sauza
Scientists always speak about the
· Each session lasts about 20 tequila) costs you $4 dollars,
emissi9n of ph~romohes, which attract
minutes, and it is advised that how does· it make sense when
potential mates around crucial periods
you do not exceed a one-hour · the equivalency of.a session is
when reproduction will be successful.
session in one day.- The ·averBlah, blah, blah. This science mumbo
age pncing is $10 for every 20~
PLEASE SEE BARTENDER ON iB
jumbo means nothing to me. There has.
to be something in the character o~
perpetually sexy person that can b~ pointed to help all the lonely houseeats
-yearning to unleash their inner tigers.
Well after extensive research ofthese
uber-sexy creatures in their natural
habitats - namely bars, clubs and parad~ptation
ties .- I have come up with a few uniArid instead -of releasing episodes on . versal truths about sexiness. Here it
MICHAEL LAWRENCE
DVD at a ·paltry four or five at a time,
goes.
Staff Writer
Warner is getting it right. too, collecting
First; sexiness is defined by confi. dence. You could be wearing a burlap
fter the huge ~uccess of Tim th~ first twenty-eight episodes on BatBurton's Batman, · Warner man: The Animated Series Volume 1. ·
sack and still be sexy as long as you have Bros. Aniffiation decided to
The great thing about the . first
the confidence and self-assurance·to do
.
create an animated series episodes was that they were more psyit. Guys and girls who express confiwith the same moodiness and chological and generally more story-drivdence also exude sexiness. It doesn't
atmosphere that won audiences en than later episodes, with the ' sole
matter what you're wearing or how YOU,I
over with· the movie.. Not only· did emphasis being on Batman and his
hair looks, because confidence comes
they capture it, iliey surpassed it. It's rogue's gallei'y, easily the best group of
from within. If you don't have that, you
often frustrating to see millions of villains in all of comicdom. No Batgirl
won't pull off the sexy approach even on
dollars of studio moriey wasted on _here, and only two episodes with Robin.
your best night.
movies and TV series that just don't This wa5 the writers at their best, capturConfidence allows you to do things
get comic adaptations right. Either ing the core of the character and what
that normally may sound extreme.
'. the characters aren~t the same, the makes him great, combining the grittiness ·
For example, being able to hop on the
themes ar~ missing or _the casting is of Frank Miller and Dennis O'Neil's interbar in your jeans next to girls it;i teeny
pre.t ations with some of the zaniness from
bad.
mini-skirts screa,ms confidence. This The harsh truth is, all comic- the Bill Finger/Bob Kane/Dick Sprang era
tells the world that you are hot, and that
book movies and TV shows should where the Batman mythos was first moldis sexy.
be held up to the s~e standards as ed. The Jol<er is creepy, T\vo-Face is well
Then there is also a-comfort .level
Batman: The Animq.ted Series, the show
PLEASE SEE FUN ON i13
that did get it right, on every. single level.
PLEASE SEE HER ON i13

I am vengeance, I am the night!
The best comic book

NOT JUST SEX

1s finally out on DVD
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MISCELLANEOUS

BLEEPS &

Antidotes
·. to sequels

SOFTWARE REVIEW

Note to -self: It'.s time to buy
new note-taking software ·

Two games a fresh·respite
from summer sequels

Microsoft OneNote an affordable alternative to hand-written notes
~ISTOPHER SCHWARZ
Staff Writer

L

BLpO~

IVANVELEZ
Staff Writer

~ ONENOTE
:
BY Miaosoft

aptops are slowly creeping into class- ~ . Genre: office appljcation
COURTESY MICROSOFT
rooms everyWhere. Most are brought ~ Release date: now available
so the student can goof off under the
•
find old knowledge instantly, and special
bullets separate important information
guise of ''taking notes~" Still, the studious
cr~wd may bring them alpng for actually rruitically kicks in to convert it to normal -from doodles· and ''to-do" checkboxes, all
paying attention. Witho:ut these brave text or- leave it hand-written, but allows for with a clean, slick interface.
souls, the rest of us would never have an · spell-checking and searching f~atures
Integration was a high priority at
excuse in the first place. For them, there's either way. Keyboardists skip. the conver- Microsoft Reco!"ding lets you insert from a
now Microsoft' Office OneNote 2003. .Jt sion and use their mouse to click wherever microphone or webcam, assuming the
includes everything you could want in such and start typing. Both are free to use their teacher doesn't notice and freak .out. Pica program - if you're the type to want it in own not'ation style without hassle from tares paste in quickly and easily. You can
th~
first place.
angry formatting-minded paper clips.
even insert the contents of your Outlook
t
, neNote is primarily aimed at owners
. Probably $e best advantage over paper appointments or ·Word/PowerPoint docu-I .
of tablet PCs, a breed of laptops with comes when the professor is going senile ments and write all over them. Of course, it
screens you can lay flat and write on. Most and gives'things tertjbly out of order. Need only works with Word/P-owerPoint 2003
1·.
run Windows XP Tablet Edition, which to write something in between stuff already illstalled. My documents from Word 2000
1
writing are worthless in OneNote. Students are
, comes with Microsoft Journal. They do the written? With the "insert
.same thing, but comparing Journal to space" or "move, text, get out.da way'' tooL poor. Would- it have killed them to add
-l
OneNote is like comparing MS-Paint to . you can slide the existing notes on down backWard-compatibility for pe.ople who
Adobe Photoshop. There's just no contest. and write in the new space. Freedom to can't afford t"o upgrade every year? '
l" Still, Microsoft didn't get rich by being stu- move things around willy-nilly even saves
Luckily, the. pricing of OneNote itself
. pid The program is aimed at people with money on whiteout. What can't technology isn;t bad It's supposed to debut at $49 after
normal laptops too. They just can't write · do?
_
.
, academic discounts. If you already bring a
Microsoft really went the extra mile .to tablet ·or traditional laptop to class and
directly on the screen. Their keyboard
rep~ces writing and doodles'must be done think of everything. OneNote organizes you're using it to take notes instead of''take
with the.mouse iiistead
and stores yoilr notes in a neat, organized notes," OneNote is u5eful enough to be
Tablet users can draw -or write wherev- fashion that col,lld trump even the leg- · worth $49. Everyone else, keep playing
er they like. Handwriting recognition auto- endary_Trapper Keeper. Search lets you - Counterstrike.

extra

I
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heck out a release schedule for
video games this month and you
may find a lot of familiar names.
After years of teasing gamers, id Software finally unleashed the newest
chapter of the Doom series to rabid fans
earlier this month. Even with an aboveaverage retail price of $55, nothlilg
seems to be able to stop the sfiles of
John Carmack's monster franchise.
Local developer EA Tiburon studios
also recently released the lcitest installment in their perennial money train,
the Madden series. While not accompanied by nearly as mucl;i fanfare as
Doom 3, more than -13 past Madden
games seem to be enough credentials
for most gamers to pick up the latest
update . to their · favorite NFL video
game series. With guaranteed blockbuster money-makers like these, what
incentive do game developers have in
taking risks with pushing new, untested
franchises?·
'
Then again, not all gamers share the
S3Jlle enthusiasm developers have for
sequels. For those craving something
drastically diff~rent, a few new releases
may-sate your htinger for something
new.

Viewtiful Joe (PS2)

Her secret Weapon: ablack tank top
FROM

i1J

associated with feeling sexy.
If you are comfortable with
your surroundings and outfit, then you will almost
always feel sexy. While trying hard to present yourself
best way possible is
great, be resolved to the fact
f
that your hair may not
!always stay straight, curly or
otherwise. The best way to
feel comfortable, especially
in a new place with new
people, is to formulate a
secret weapon. over the
years I have gathered a
number of secret weapons.
t - My current weapon . of
I
choice is a skinny black tank
top that gets the puppies
drooling every time. For my

old roommate it was a pair
of low-rise jeans. Coln.bin- .·
ing the jeans and the top, we
tended to be unstoppable. ·
Not only did we feel sexier
in our appearance, we had
the confidence to go ·out
there and flaunt it. It's gonna
suck when that shirt wears

noticed about sexy people is,,
that they
nice to everyone. No matter .w ho walks
up to them; they ~e and
indulge for a few sec9n~.
Being , friendly
and
approachable allows everyone to see your sexiness.
And after all, what good is it
out.
being sexy ifthe only person
Getting out there and who sees it is your neighbor
expanding your comfort the study ne¢. Broadening
level is important. Remem- your horizons is.seXy.
ber that as a newbie you are
Ultimately, if you can
mysterious.
Anonymity pull off these three attribbrings a sexy air with it. utes then no one can touch
Trust me, everyone in the . you. Girls in low-cut tops
room will be _wondering with stick-thin bodies ain't
about the new girl or guy. got nothing on you. It is all
·Just don't stand in the cor- about being comfortable,
ner, oth~rwise people will confident and having an
wonder why the heck you're amazing
attitude.
It's
even there.'
enough to make any cool cat
The last thing I have purr. .

are

Developer: Capcom
Vzewtifid Joe looks like one of those
' trendy Japanese cartoons that use 3D
animation to depict folks with oddly
compact proportions kicking the ·crap
FROM i9
out of each other. Joe, however, is no
cartoon but a fast-paced side-scrolling
1bey'll have an EP out in the neJrt few
beat-'em-up offering a challenge more
mohths, apd their MIA members have
reminiscent of the old days of merciless
a1ready 1aid down their tracks for it She
8-bit. NES games rather than the
says.the~ islookingfor anewtetnponamby-pamby hand-holding of today's
rary drummei; but that they're still bookgames.
ing shows. well into the ·future. In
Players ·t ake the reigns as the main Heather's future; she looks toward the
performing world and sees a multitude of ·
character Joe, who fights an army using
open doors.. Howevei; she'll alwciys conabilities su~h as slowing down and
, tinue writing so~ "Songwriting is like a
speeding up time while pummelling
bug_ once you c3tch it, you just can't stop.
bad guys with crazy martial arts moves.
1bere are so many new experiences, so
Oh, and he's a super)?.ero. With a pink
· cape.
many new~ to come." She looks to
Originally released for the Gamecontinue being an arti$t out of the box,
and says the courage to do so has alwciys
Cube ·nearly a year ago, Joe received
come from the e:µcouragement of her
much critic~ acclaim, including Editor's Choic~ awards by both
.tunily. '"They stay up late and come to our
. Gamespot.com and IGN.com. Unforturock shows all the time."
-. One show inparticular to be ~tostay
nately, Joe suffers the curse of being a
lip for~ the band's jinal. -show with Lopez
game that may be just too off-the-Wall
forthenextyearatBackBoothon wecfnes..:
day. C.over~$5.(J0anddoorsopenat9pm.
PLEASE SEE FABLE ON i13

_Heather rocks

Bartender: Be like Clinton, don't inhale
~ FROM

ill

agers and dub managers
''I wouldn't put it in my
believe that the AWOL bar," said Uno's manager
less than half a shot? You pay machine can take away John Kain. "It eliminates ·the. - more, but getless.
many of the good aspects·of - personal aspect of a barSo, what is the catch in the typical happy hour.
tender. I want . people_ to
terms of what they are pro· '~I _w ould _be very skepti- enjoy the atmosphere. It
nioting about this product? cal, as it would seem. like a would hurt sales since there
How can vaporized alcohol nonsocial way to get a buzz," is no p~rsonal side to it at ·all.
be more beneficial to your ~enior and early Ghildhood I'd rather have people sit at _
body when alcohol is not major Andrea Ma,tlin said. _my bar for two, three hours
advised in plentiful servings? .'~Options like this may .lead and socialize,-not stagger out ·
. To the health-conscious, the to further problems with 15-20 minutes later." ·
no-carb and no-calorie tactic alcohol addiction. I personThe concern continues:
works, and the no-hangover ally atn !lOt keen on the idea "We're not selling just alcopromise i_s t~mpting to heavy of sucking in air from a tube. hoL We're selling drink_s.
drinkers.
·
. fuU- of germs;-I'd rather sip a Recipe drinks!" Bennigan's Perhaps it was too good fo- margarita." ~. ~
bar manager K~vin Ruscitti
. be true. Even when callingThe majority of people said. "People ar._en't coming
the main number more than interyiewed were interested · here to buy ·ground beef;
_once to get in contact with in hearing more about this . they're her~ ·to · buy the
the head honcho, no calls " new.product, but had many · w~ole hamburger. The ·
were ever returned. Once. opinions as to why this may .· enjoyment_of drinking alcoTwice. Thrice. Nothing. · - not be·the best idea ,,.
hol is the flavor. Inha1ing it
The · observation . here,
· "This is a liability issue; · tl)rough-som~ machine is the
and this is certainly no crap and ·. there is certainly an · same thing ·as putting it
Sherlock, is that eyeryone · insurance rj.sk," said Liquid_ througb. a hypodermic nee- builds a certain tolerance to Cellar map.ager Brian Pear- · die and injecting it thr~:nigh
alcohol. But, putting those. son~ "On the business side, the bloodstream}'
memories aside, how high n9, it wouldn't be a good _ Since the AWOL mac~e
are the risks of alcqhol poi- idea.·On the funside, it could is currently still legal, you ·
soning? This goes back to be agreat idea."
can get one with two fubes
Some, -however, were for $2,995 and one· with four
·the catch: Legislation is in
fact trying to ban the use and JD.uch more direct in their tubes $3,695. For more information, see http://www.awolsale of -any macliine that opinion on the product. vaporizes alcoµol for fear
"It's retarded! Dangerous! machine.~om.
that alcohol abuse will For. homeless guys -on the
.· Ruscitti advises, · ."Just
increase.street," said Jodi G., a manag- ·don't inhale. I'm . sticking
, Some students, bar maD:_- er at The Social. with Bill Clinton." .

.
Full extra features ill Batman box set ·
.

\J

FROM

REAL LIFE FOR REAL

ill

developed and former thirdstringers like Clayface and
Clock King are vastly
improved ,upon -froin the
comics.
Y~s, they changed things~
but it actually works. No~
every episode has supervillains iri it, such as "P.OY.'' and
'~ppointment - in · Crime ,
. Alley'', but most of these ~~,
work, J;>ecause these stories ~.
show who Batman is and . "' ~
what he means to the people
around him. The only two ·
· exceptions· -are the · -awful
.
,
.
"Underdwellers'~ and fo~get- _ ~~~~~
_· :
·table "Forgotten", but eve~ ·
·~
.·
these.clunkers are b,etter ~d . .
~·-· . "··· · -..
more accurate than crap like - ~
· --~---.....:
The Punisher.
COURTESY DC COMICS
As. .far as special features
go, you get a "~g of' fea- fullscreen, which is accept- ally really interesting. In fact,
ti.rrette, creator commentaries able being it was originally listening · to Mr. · Freeie's
for two episodes and the orig- aired as such on televisiOn, solemn soliloquy in French in
inal animated sequence itsed · and has French and Spanish the episode ''Heart of Ice" is .
to ' pitch the show. It's -in auq.io options, which are actu~ worth the price alone.
1

'
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Fable' a smart, realistic RPG
. FROM

i12

~

for ainainstream audience.
Availa,ble now. for only 30 bucks,
. Vi.ewti}W Joe provides a·silly, colorful
romp at a price that won't bleed your
wallet .dry. ·

Fa/Jle (X-Boxl ,
. Develop_er: Big 'Blue Box -·
. · Not just another cookie-cutter
role-playing game about saving the
world, perruips what grabs the gaming world's attention the most ,about
· F'able is Peter Molyneux's ·involve- ment. Molyneux earned his game
. developing stripes by defining the
genre of "god games" with hits ~uch
as Populous and Black and Whi(e.

Player' characters in F'able \V_ill
develop in ways far more tangible
than earning experience and finding
items. Depending on the actions you
take, your character can grow~
or into a muscular hulk. Close battles
can leave you with permanent scirrs.
Stay out in the sun and your character will sport a spiffy tan. Or you can
repre5ent yourself a bit more accu_ rately by ]?ecoming a skinny, frail
wizard whose most loathsome foe is
sunlight. '
.
-With no traditional RPGs under
his belt, ~olyneux's focus on character development rather than epic
storytelling 'guarantees that F'able
will not be just another RPG when ',
.it's released next month..

-

THE .BARBER ZONE
.. FADES, FLATTOPS, & REGULAR HAl~CUTS
BEST PRIC~S IN THE AR.EA!
M-R l 0-6 · 1 FRI 9-5:30
SAT 9-4:30 SUN Closed ·

407-681-6715

f$1-~00!
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RAMBLINGS

NEAR-LIFE EXPERIENCE

, _GEEK LIFE

The7worst
crossovers·

Beam me up, .Jesus
Exploring th~ curious simil~ties
between Christians and Trekkies

·Gangster musical Gigi
Vs; Gigli absent from list

goes on and on in forums and
chat rooms and the never-ending parade of conventions.
MICHAEL LAWRENCE
Staff Writer
must admit - I've had dis- This is because Star Trek is a
cussions over who the bet- religion, and it may one day
ter Star Trek ·captain is. I overtake the dreaded Chrisveryone likes a good crossover. But
since when do I focus on anything
stand by my choices. I think tianity as the religion of the
good? And when l)ave I ever done
Jean-Luc Picard wins in the all- western masses. Not that there
anything that people like? Ouch, I just
around category. He combines is anything wrong with Chris·hurt myself emotionally. Anywho, I'm
cunnillg with that damn tianity, of course. It's just that eternity. And I think every- tures.
Joining Strufleet, the hope of
here this week to countdown the seven
sophistication I love so much. worshipping a show set in the thing is supposed to be made
worst crossovers EVER! Go back to the
He is a gentleman's captain, future wher~ people fly ofgold, I'm not sure. I haven't every intelligent and enterprispure ofheart and intention. He · through the stars and pract!ce read the book of Revelations in ing young sentient creature in
recesses of your mind and think of all the
always thinks about things a fascist ideology with a severe a few years. I remember some- the Federation, seems a bit like
crappy crossovers you've seen:
very deeply, and he is so sweet communist bent and a tenden- thing about streets paved with heaven to me. Getting through
to Data, which always wins cy towards collectivism seems gold and oceans of diamonds. the training at the Academy is
. 7.Spacelam
so much more · logical. That Or was that the ideal of the extremely tough, but you are
As muc;h as I loved the Looney Tunes
~points with me.
However, there
always was sarca~, for those who United States in the minds of rewarded at' the end with a life
characters as a kid, I always thought they
immigrants? Either way, heav- of devotion to the Federation.
the adorable, intense, passion- didn't get it.
could use (to paraphrase Christopher
While it is true that the phi- en sounds like a cool place~
Aild y~u get to ride space ships_
ate Commander Benjamin
Walk~n) more basketball! Any time a film
But does it really compare and stuff as well, not to menSisko. For gods' sake, he was losophy surrounding both Star
adapts its plot from a Nike shoe commerthe emissary to the gods! That Trek and Christianity seems to to flying through the starS on a. tion the occasional visits to
cial not directed by Spike Lee, you know
always blew my mind Plus, he involve obedience and loyalty, faster-than-light spacecraft? I pleasure planets populated by '
you're going to have major problems. First
was so much more of a badass. in one universe, devotees· fol- mean, I know most of your sexy girls, as Kirk himself came
off, no one, and I mean no one can come
And he always had all those low a strict code of rational food comes .from replicators to learn again and agafu.
close to capturing what original voic~
.NI in all, I think I would
wars to deal with. Sure, Picard thought and bordering athe- and you have to live in clo~e
actor Mel Blanc did for the Looney Tunes .
had the Borg,.but he never got ism, while the other involves quarters and obey"your captajn ~choose the Trekkie religion
characters, and second of all, Michael Jorkicked off his ship by an invad- faith and an acceptance of the in a military-style organization over Christianity, but only if it
dan's dramatic turn as ... Michael Jordan is
. ing force of conquerors or unexplainable whims of a great called the Federation. And let · meant I could acttially live life
so gut-wrenchingly bad, it makes Shaq
transported away from this . judgmental god. They both me tell you, that name has like they do on Deep Space :
seem worthy of a SAG award.
universal plane to a nether have their prns and cons.
always chilled me to the bone. Nine. I would visit the -promeOn the pro side for the It's very Orwellian. Plus, nade, watch the ships fly in and
region created by the gods of a
6. WWE: Invasion
Christians, God will carry there's no money at all for the out of the mystic wormhole,
~mhole. All in all, I think
It was a historic night-when Shane
SiSko had a: much more inter- them through tirrles of sorrow filthy humans. No wonder the and end every other night with
McMahon appeared on the last live
estfug life, though he lacked a la that Footsteps poem. Plus Ferengis, with their love of a visit to Qµark's bar so I can
broadcast of WCW to ·announce that he
there's heaven, with all the con- gold-pre.ssed latinum, view hit on Dr. Julian Bashir. That
the raw charm of Picard
was taking over and bringing a faction of
Of course, this discussion stant hymns ·a nd worship for . humans as such low-class crea- sounds like my idea of heaven.
its .roster to do battle with the WWE.
Seemed like a simple enough idea that ·
even wrestling couldn't screw up. But it is
CRAZED INDIE ROBOT
wrestling, and with characters like Doink
'
.
'
the Clown, El Gigante and Bastion
Booger, you don't really expect logic to
come around. So what we got was nothing but WCW mid-carders like Justin
Credible and Lance Storm, while the
over liow to properly. honor
You couldn't suggest any of · I humbly offer· up a couple of
heavyweights like Goldberg and Sting
the former · president. By these people . without argu- potential solutions.
stayed home collecting on contracts for
"raged" I mean, of course, that ment. All of t4_em have their
The first possibility is to
the next couple of years.
a few people have casually dis- . detractors, especially the change it up. I know, I know.
UIANNA ZISMAN
cussed it on C-SPAN, but that's · Socialist I threw in there to see The thought of changing our
Staff Writer
5. Superman vs. Muhammad Ali
neither here nor there. The if you were paying attention. money causes many AmeriComic book crossovers are.much easipoint is, this situation got me They had strong points of cans to develop a sudden case
here's r~cently been talk thinking of other important view, and anyone with·a strong of irritable bowel syndrome,
er to organize than ones in film or.music,
of puttmg Ronald Rea- · · Americans who aren't current..: point of view is going to upset but calm down, take a Tums,
since characters can be drawn in at any
gan's likeness on out ly on any currency:
someone who doesn't agree and give it a listen. Every five
time. Thus, you can get some wacky
currency to commemorate his
John Adams, Eugene Debs, with him. Because, as we all or six years, we can change the
crossovers like the. Charles Barkley vs.
service to the country. Inter- Theodore Roosevelt, James ·know, having an opposing faces on our money, eJ;l.Suring
Godzilla one-shot from Dark Horse
esting idea, but it's run into a Madison, Elizabeth Cady Stan- viewpoint means that you're that all great Americans get a
Comics and this tabloid-size comic from
few snags. Namely, some peo- ton, Oliver Wendell Holmes, criminal, unpatriotic, mentally turn. Even the ones we don't
the late '70s, by comic legend Neal
ple don't want to see Reagan Frederick Douglass, Harry S. .incompetent or a combination like. Take a gander at the above
Adams, fea~g the famed Kryptonian
displace FDR from the dime or Truman, Eleanor Roosevelt; of the three.
going a few rounds with "the greatest of
list once more. Is it fair that
Andrew Jackson from the $20 , Douglas Macarthur and Mat..:
So, how do you honor _ Truman is left out? Is it fair to
all time."
·bill, both of which have been tin Luther King, Jr., to name a important Americans without
pissing off half of the country?
proposed. So debate has raged few.
~LEASE SEE' JUST ON i15
PLEASE SEE URKEL ON i15

ELIZABETH FERNANDEZ
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Fonz enhances
penny's cred
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Urkel can't
Spoofs,o~ the lqose: filore trick doi;nains .save.Step
Domains that .Mak~ it more difficti1f not to find pornography 9n jhe Internet
by Step

CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ

impose our own puritan.i:cal I!3ffie, there should have been
hang-ups on nature? Are our _something more unique· here,
FROM i14
morals really so rooted in though the ads for mQvies of.
omain squatting has so
truth? To be ashamed of sex.iS - girls sleepfug at "sleepy girlz"
many examples that I
. to be - ashamed of bemg · come close.
4. Urkel on Step by Step
just couldn't fit them
.human, indeed, to be ashamed
Who can't forget some of the great
· into one week. In addition .io
Ebays
_ ofb~ing yotirself."
TV crossover moments: The Jetsons
last ·week's
porn-filled Craiglist ·
_How his arguments justify http://www.ebays.<:om
meeting the Flin~tones, Homicide
http://whitehouse.com,
http://www.craiglist.com/
giving _p orn to people who got
joining in on a case with Law and
Looking for eBay? Trying
-. http://hotmale.com, · · .and
The -real eraigslist.com is tliere by accident remains a http://www.ebey.com brings
Order~ Urkel hanging out with the ·
http://goggle.com.,
enjoy one of the internet's mosf mystei}r;
·
_ you to "nowhere" with only
.Lambert clan and touching their lives?
more of my favorite mislead- popular destinations for clas- the text "this domain is not in
After appe<!ring in an ~pisode of Full
ing domains intended to mess sifted ads and _finding out Download.ORGasm · use." Another variation,
House, America's favorite black nerd
with unsuspecting users.
what'.s ~ going on in major· -- http://WWW-.download.Qrg
.ebays.coin brings·you to a disdecided to crash in on another T.G.I.F. ' show to boost its ratings. Urkel helps ~
cities. Forget the_ S and you'll
If you fair to realize that claimer that thet-Site may con- .
Ya~hooka .
find THE ONE AND ONLY down19ad.com is- not a -non- ·tain porno and you must be 18 · - Mark out with hi-s science project,
http://www.yahoo~a.com
WORLD OF 100% FREE SEX profit organizatioQ., you'll land to enter. Clicking to enter
· councils Fra:pk and--carol through a.
This slight Yahoo variation ON THE NET. In addition to fustead at -Download.orgasm. - "brings you not to hardcore
marital problem, takes Al to her dance
brings you. a search engine: links to other porn sites, this It's -yet another site of links to :gornography (surprise!) but
and teaches everyone to do the a ce"The Guide to Marijuaila on one .h as personal message pornography! For all the porn to a f€w banner ads -and links
sensation ofl991, "The Urkel:'
the Internet." It even bears _ signed by its founder "Bob" on the Int~met, there's twice to sites where. you can buy
quite a similarity to Yahoo's arguing for the - value of as many.linkS to it. It's crazy saunas and hardwood floors.
3.Marvel vs. DC·
how many of tl;lese porn sites Ifs definitely not the type of
origi.tial layout. Still, Yahoo pornography.
. Neither compat;iy w~ts to have its
does not own the trademark
.One part reads, "Human go not have porn, but only- ''hard" that .people were look- ·
characters lose credibility by losing a
to c'Ya-hooka," and it's not beings are animals, and ani- links to other porn sites, . irig for. How often does the
fight, so Marvel and DC placed the
going to be a common typo. mals possess a natural ur-ge which probably are more linkS Internet fail to deliver pornogfights contested in this mini-series :ic.
Ycr-Hooka lives on courtesy of for procreation and, yes, even to more, links to porn sites. - raphy~ It must be slipping in
the hands of. voting readers. We gui
one line at the bo~oll). in tiny auto-eroticism. Who are we to ·Given the creativity of the site its ol~ age. Di$gusting!
. great bouts like: Spider-Man vs. _.
Superboy?! Wolverine Vs. Lobo?! Gee,
I wonder who ·w on that one. The storyline centered on some muckety
muck cosmic plot that served no
other purpose than to set up the lame_ _
fights in the first place. And how does
Fifty-dollar bill: Janet Jackson's left
it all erid? By throwing. the .ftetoes
the . quarter ~once Governor
now.
~
FROM i14
brea~ ·
.
together to form the _Amalgam UniSerio:usly. · Early Nean- Schwarzenegger's tum is up.
Hundred-dollar bill: The.Wal-Mart ·
- derthals had his face oil their
verse.
Some people, at this p0int,
smileyface .
have that cherry-tree-chop-· bills and had no idea why. So may well be thinking, '~
2. ~atalie and Nat King Cole
ping, wooaen-teeth...wearing please, George, give up at least , gives everyone a chance at cur.:
Who, in their right rilind,
Unforgettable? More like unforgivfr~ak Washington hogging not the quarter and let Debs have a rency _glory, sure, but changing
one but two valuable slots on . shot. Andrew Jackson in thiS the hills arouna every few .' could dispute the power of thiS _ able. This was a crossover in the
crossing over sense. Less-talented
American money? He's had the .scenario would quickly be· -y:ears is madness., madness I . currency? _No ne~d to learn
daughter digitally creates quet with
monopoly
the quarter and replaced by ~Ronald ·Reagan, say!" ,All right, all right. I'll any_ exchange rates, because
ad.init that plan's_'!bit risky. The · Ametj.can money would be.
her much-talented and much-dead
dollar for, like, a million years .. but don't worrf," he'll be on
other option may be easier to accepted the world over. Plan· father to record a track, proving how
handle. Instead of putting fling a trip to the frozen- Siberdesperate some people are to get a hit.
important Americans wtth ian tundra? Slip.the tour guide
Luckily, neither Nat King Cole nor
·great acco~plishments · on our a Shaggy ahd everything Jn
Natalie Cole's careers have been resmoney, let's use the likenesses that land is yours for the takurrected since.
of beloved figures that offend mg.· No questions asked, no
problems.
1. Archie meets Punisher
no one:
Granted, this wmµd give
- ·Before you complain that I focused _
Alp.ericans the blandest cur· Penny: The Fonz
too much on comics, look at most of
rency in the ·world, but what
-Nickel: Kermit the Frog my· reviews! No, really, please do does_that matter? Who wants
Dime: Harry Potter,"The Boy Who
I:m not sure anyone does. Anywho,
Lived"
to see great, albeit somewhat
this right here is the Maltese Falcon of
Quarter: The thimble from Monopoly
controversial Americaiis when
the bargain bins, a crossover so awful
Half dollar: Barbie
they can have a bowl of vanilla
in its basic idea and even worse in its - On~dollar bill: Shaggy and Scoobyice ·cream? Mmm, it's deliexecution that it makes qne want to go
Doo
Gious,. it can buy you a latte
back in time and assassinate everyone
Ave-dollar bill: Abowl of vanilla ice ·
~ it lacks strong opinions
.involved in'this project. I mean, who
cream with chocolate sprinkles·
\ Of any kind. Say goodbye to
thought the bitter crook-killing Frank
Ten-dollar bill: Apenguin
your stuffy old currency and
Castle should stumble into Riverdale
Twenty-dollar bill: President Josiah
welcome in a new era. Show
High chasing-after a drug dealer who
Bartlett
me the ~oney.·
loo~ just like Archie?
Staff Writer

D

text that says, ''Ya-Hooka is in
.no way associated with
Yahoo..,' You _c an even get your
own @yahooka.com e-mail
address. What are you.waiting
- ·for?
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, Just slip 'em a Janet Jackson bloob and yo~'ll be set
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